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The following are amendments made to this thesis after its review by both the internal 
and external markers: 
• The thesis title has been changed from "Using a low-bit Speech Enhancement Adap-
tive Post-filter c:.s a Speech Recognition System Pre-filter to Improve Robustness to 
GSM Speech" to "The use of a low-bit rate Speech Enhancement Variable Post-filter 
as a Speech Rec ognition System Pre-filter to Improve Robustness to GSM Speech." 
The new title enphasizes the use of the filter as a pre-filter as opposed to its conven-
tional use in te.ecommunications as a low-bit rate speech enhancement post-filter. 
The filter is nON refered to as variable instead of adaptive. This takes away the 
possible misunderstanding that the filter characteristics automatically adapt with 
characteristics c f a speech signals. 
• pg 18: The sent,;nce in which the statement "the way the information from the nerve 
fibers is interprEted in the brain" was modified to "Of course, the way the pulses from 
the nerve fibers are interpreted in the brain needs to be known also and would form 
part of the recognition process; unfortunately this is not known for certain yet." This 
clarifies the fact that the EIH model does not attempt to do the interpretation of 
nerve fiber pulses the same way the brain does it. 
• pg 44 and 69: The concept of the error weighting filter is better explained. Its effects 
on the SNR at different frequencies is clearly stated. The formal derivation of the 
error weighting filter using equations is included. 
• pg 47: The definition of an optimum solution is clearly stated in context. 
• pg 51: More information about the HTK toolkit is provided. This added information 










HTK tools were used. Also, the phrase" from scratch" removed so as to make it 
clear that the recognition systems were not coded by the candidate. In beginning of 
Chapter 6 the s)urce of the CMS and RASTA source codes is provided. It is also 
clearly indicated at the beginning of Chapter 7 that the candidate wrote the code for 
filters experimeIlted with from scratch using C programming language. 
• pg 33-34: )vI ore mformation is provided about the Vocal Tract Length Normalization 
used. 
• pg 54 : The independence of the GSM testing data from the training process is 
clearly explained. It is clearly stated, as it ,vas done experimentally, that the GSM 
testing data was not used to determine the VTLN warping factor, only clean testing 
data was used. The practicality of side-based CMS as implemented in this work is 
discussed and possible alternatives to it in practical situations are mentioned. 
• pg 55: The fact that all recognition systems were phone-based continuous systems 
and not isolated word systems is made clearer by making mention of it in Section 
5.1. The use of phone based systems is also motivated in sub-section 5.3.1 in which 
the operation o? a phone-based continuous speech recognition process is discussed. 
• pg 56: The con'~ept of state tying is more clearly explained in sub-section 5.3.3. 
• pg 60: Equatioll 6.3 has been corrected together with the context in which it appears. 
• pg 73: Equatioa 7.7 is left as it is and reference to its derivation, as motivation for 
its correctness, is given. 
• Ch 7: Discussions of the statistical significance of results obtained is included. Section 
5.5 has been added to describe the matched pairs test that was employed to test the 
statistical significance of results obtained. 
• Ch 7: Reasons for better performance achieved at higher mixture numbers are dis-
cussed in greater detail in sub-section 7.41. References to other sections of the thesis 
that help understand this phenomenon better are given. 
• Section 3.2 has been re-written so that it's easier to understand. 
• To emphasize the importance of paragraph two in the introduction of Chapter 7, the 
paragraph has been put in a special separate section (Section 7.1) titled Motivation 











• Section 1.3 has been extended to include more background work related to this work. 
.\tiore references we added as a result. Also, the relationship between this work and 
some of the pre,ious work is described. 
• All grammatical errors pointed out have been corrected. 
• All the mistakes pointed out in the references have been corrected. The citation style 
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Performance of speech recognition systems degrades when they are used to recognize speech 
that has been transmit ted through GS\1 (Global System for :\tIobile Communications) voice 
communication channels (GS:\tl speech). This degradation is mainly due to GSM speech 
coding and GS)"1 channel noise on speech signals transmitted through the network. This 
poor recognition of G:3M channel speech limits the use of speech recognition applications 
over GS\1 networks. ]f speech recognition technology is to be used unlimitedly over GS:\tl 
networks recognition accuracy of GSM channel speech has to be improved. 
Different channel normalization techniques have been developed in an attempt to improve 
recognition accuracy of voice channel modified speech in general (not specifically for GSM 
channel speech). These techniques can be classified into three broad categories, namely, 
model modification, sgnal pre-processing and feature processing techniques. ~lodel mod-
ifying methods attempt to reduce effects of distortions arising from the channel during 
the recognition process. On the other hand, signal pre-processing and feature processing 
techniques attempt to reduce these distortions prior to the recognition process. In most 
cases techniques from each of these three techniques are used together in one recognition 
system. 
In this work, as a contribution toward improving the robustness of speech recognition 
systems to GS)';1 speech, the use of a low-bit speech enhancement post-filter as a speech 
recognition system pn~-filter is proposed. This filter is to be used in recognition systems in 
combination with channel normalization techniques. The filter enhances speech recognition 
robustness to GS:'1 speech by reducing the effects of GS:\tl speech coding on GSM speech 
signals. Therefore, in combination with channel normalization, higher levels of robustness 
can be expected compared to the cases where only channel normalization is used. Cepstral 
Mean Subtraction (C\1S) and RASTA channel normalization techniques are compared for 
effectiveness in a GSM speech recognition task. CMS was found to be the most effective 
of the two and was therefore tested in combination with the pre-filter under investigation. 
Experiments conduct!~d proved that the proposed use of the pre-filter does improve recog-
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Speaking is the most natural way of communication to humans. It is obvious, therefore, 
that if machines could "hear" and "understand" speech, interaction with them would be 
much easier. This is the main motivation behind Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) as 
a field of research, to enable machines to "hear" and "understand" human speech. Based 
on its motivation, Automatic Speech Recognition may be defined as a process, carried out 
by a machine, of extracting information contained in a captured acoustic speech signal and 
converting it into words. 
Research in the field of speech recognition started as long ago as the late 1940s [3]. However 
significant progress and notable breakthroughs in the field were only made in the last two 
decades. The first dictaJion system ever to be made available to the consumer market was 
only released in 1995 by Dragon Systems with IR\1 and Kurzweil following a few months 
later [3]. Today we hc,ve a numerous of commercial speech recognition products such as 
Dragon ~aturally Speaking offered by Scansoft and IB:vl's Via Voice. 
Even with the widespread commercialization of speech recognition products the technology 
still has a number of shortcomings to overcome. As S. Sandhu in [4] put it, "The ultimate 
goal of speech recognirion technology is to correctly recognize everything spoken by any 
person in any acoustic conditions, in the minimum possible time with the least cost." This 
goal has not yet been fllly achieved. One of the main challenges yet to be overcome is that 
of varying performance of speech recognition systems with acoustic environments of use. 
Environment in this case refers to any medium, characterized by its acoustic properties, 
through which a speech signal travels both to get to speech recognition engine. In general, 
performance of speech recognition systems degrades when they are used in different envi-











and testing conditions. Even though these shortcomings have not yet been fully overcome, 
speech technology has advanced far enough to be applied in practical applications hence 
the current plethora I)f commercial speech recognition applications. Some of these speech 
recognition applications are merely for communicating with machines locally via close-
talking microphones (e.g. desktop dictation software). Others access remote recognition 
engines over certain communications networks. The latter group of applications is currently 
made up mainly of wHat has been termed over-the-telephone automated speech recognition 
applications. Over-the-telephone ASR is a special case of automatic speech recognition 
in which a speech signal is captured at one point of a telephone network, by a telephone 
device, and is recogniled at another point on either the same network or another connect-
ing telephone network. The main telecommunications network used by these applications 
currently are Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN). Though not yet completely 
perfected, over-the-telephone ASR on PSTN networks has advanced far enough to meet 
the demands of practical and marketable applications. PSTN network speech recognition 
applications include call center applications, voice portals, carrier systems and enterprise 
systems. 
The same application:., as PSTN speech recognition applications may be developed for mo-
bile phone networks such as GSM (Global System for ;\10bile Communications) networks. 
However, such a technology has been implemented to a very limited extent. The reason 
for this is the fact that GSM networks present challenges that are never encountered in 
the case of PSTN networks. As mentioned above, one of the main challenges in speech 
recognition technology is to attain recognition performance that is unaffected by acoustic 
conditions of use. GS:vI networks as it stands present an acoustic environment (GSM voice 
communication channel) that produces very poor speech recognition performance. This 
work is aimed at reducing the effects of the GSM channel on the quality of speech signals 
so as to improve reccgnition rates of such speech by speech recognition system. There 
are three possible modalities for using speech recognition applications over GSM networks; 
these are discussed in the next Section. 
1.1 Possible Modalities of GSM Network ASR 
The three possible modalities (modes of operation) for ASR applications over a GSM mobile 
network are better known as Terminal Speech Recognition, Network Speech Recognition 











point on the GSM nt'twork at which speech recognition takes place. 
1.1.1 Terminal Speech Recognition 
In Terminal Speech Recognition (TSR) the recognition process takes place on the mobile 
device itself e.g a cell-phone. Because of high computation power and memory requirements 
of speech recognition this approach is only limited to less sophisticated tasks such as voice 
dialing. 
1.1.2 Distributed Speech Recognition 
As its name suggests, Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) distributes the speech recogni-
tion process across different points on the network. One such solution is to have a terminal 
or mobile device carry out feature extraction process on speech signals and transmit ex-
tracted features over the network, possibly through an error-protected data channel, to a 
remote recognition engine. This approach rules out the effects of the channel on speech 
signals and exploits the resources of a remote server. One implication of this modality is 
that DSP capabilities of mobile devices will have to be improved to enable them to perform 
feature extraction. This factor has cost implications on mobile devices. This is the main 
disadvantage of DSR modality. 
1.1.3 Network Speech Recognition 
Network Speech Recognition (NSR) is similar to over-the-telephone ASR modality. In this 
case, a speech signal propagates through a mobile network to a remote recognition engine. 
The main disadvantage of this modality is that the speech signal as it travels through the 
network is exposed to channel imperfections such as transmission noise, data dropouts and 
interference noise. Its main advantage, however, is that it allows for big machines in remote 
servers to perform sophisticated recognition operations that cannot be performed on the 
mobile device like a cel1 phone. 
In this work, a NSR modality is adopted. As mentioned, the disadvantage of this modality 
is the fact that the speech signal is negatively affected by the channel as it propagates 
through the network. This work is an attempt to reduce these negative effects with the 











of degradation of GS.\1 speech that lead to poor recognition performance are mentioned 
and discussed in the :'ollowing Section. 
1.2 Sources of Degradation of GSM Speech 
The main deliberate factor that causes poor performance of speech recognition systems OIl 
GS).il speech is the s:)eech coding scheme employed in the GS.\1 standard (The Regular 
Pulse Excited with L,mg Term Prediction (RPF>LTP)). Speech coding in telecommunica-
tions is employed to reduce the bit rate of speech signals so as to use bandwidth available 
for transmission efficiently. Generally, the quality of speech signals is degraded by speech 
coding to a certain extent and the recognition thereof by machines becomes poorer. The 
reduction in bit rate itself degrades performance of ASR systems but OIl top of that certain 
coding schemes (espedally low-bit speech coding schemes) introduce distortions to speech 
signals thereby lowering the signal quality even further. This is the case with the speech 
coding scheme used in GSM. Previous research has shown that generally performance of 
ASR systems drops with dropping bit rates [5]. One of the conclusions drawn by Lilly 
and Paliwal in [5] is that bit rates above 16kbps display good recognition performance. In 
this case PSTN networks do not affect ASR performance much in terms of speech coding 
because their bit rates are above 16kbps. On the other hand, the GS:v1 full-rate speech 
codec operates at 131 bps and the half-rate codec at 5.6kbps. The lower bit rate is one of 
the major reasons wh:1 ASR over GS:v1 mobile networks is more difficult to implement than 
it is over PSTN networks. In telecommunications, filtering methods are often employed to 
curb the problem of l,)w perceptual quality of low-bit coded speech. 
Another major contributing factor to the degradation of speech signals transmitted over 
GS).il networks (term!~d GSM speech) is the GS:v1 channel noise. A speech signal that has 
been transmitted thrcugh a voice communication channel is often expressed in an equation 
as, 
y(n) h(t) * s(t) + n(t) 
where * refers to convolution, h(t) is the transfer function of the channel, s(t) a speech 
signal being transmitted and n(t) the channel additive noise. The same equation can be 
used to express a GS:v1 channel speech. If h(t) and n(t) were definitely known they could 
be compensated for and speech recognition performance with such speech would be kept 










with time. A number of channel normalization techniques which attempt to alleviate the 
effects of channel noi 5e on speech signals have been developed. Some of these techniques 
are mentioned and discussed later in this document. 
1.3 Background Work in GSM Speech Recognition 
A great amount of re3earch work has gone into speech recognition in GSM environments. 
The leading research group in this field is AURORA which is ETSPs Working Group 
focused on Distributed Speech Recognition technology. Apart from the work done by AU-
RORA, journals, conference papers, MSc theses and PhD theses relating to this field of 
research have been written. Lilly and Paliwal [.51 studied the effects of speech coding and 
tandeming on ASR performance. Euler and Zinke [61 also studied the effects of speech cod-
ing on recognition performance and went on to analyze the performance of different cepstral 
features for recognition. Other research work include an attempt to perform recognition 
from GSM codec parameters assuming availability of such parameters during recognition 
[7]. Huerta and Stern [8] also proposed a classification method aimed at reducing the 
degradation in recognition accuracy introduced by full-rate GSM codec. Gupta in [9] used 
a two-level cepstral mean subtraction robustness approach to improve robustness of ASR 
systems to GSM environmental noises. Soulas in [101 approached the problem by adapting 
PSTN models to the GSM environment using spectral transformation. Karray [11] pro-
posed robust H:\1M architectures for impairments which are encountered in GSM cellular 
networks. Chang [121 tested the readiness of the current commercial ASR systems for 
deployment over mobile networks such as GSM networks. His conclusion was that simple 
small vocabulary tas1 specific systems are robust enough to mobile communications net-
work effects. However, more complex system with large vocabularies and high perplexities 
showed very low levels of robustness to mobile communication environments. Work more 
closely related to the work done for this thesis was an investigation of preprocessing and 
H\tf:\1 parameter adaptation techniques to improve ASB. robustness for PSN and GS.VI 
speech [13]. Preprocessing methods investigated are cepstral normalization, high-pass lIB. 
filtering of cepstral t1 ajectories and blind equalization based on adaptive filtering. This 
work was done with rpal GSM and PSN data with ASR systems with 50 words in their vo-
cabularies. In this work a speech enhancement post-filter is investigated as a preprocessing 
filter for robust GSM speech recognition. As will be seen in Chapter 5, in this work real 














Figure 1.1: Basic Speech Recognition System with a variable pre-filter. 
6,000 words. 
1.4 Thesis Objectives 
In this work, the use of a low-bit speech coding variable post-filter as a speech recognition 
system pre-filter is investigated as a possible contribution to the solution of the problem 
of poor recognition performance of GSM speech. The ultimate goal is to improve the 
robustness of recognition systems to GSM speech. Figure 1.1 depicts a basic recognition 
system with the variable filter being investigated included in the front-end. The front-end 
signal processing rou1 ines will include a channel normalization technique, e.g. Cepstral 
:\;lean Subtraction (GYfS). Since the two main causes of poor recognition of GSM speech 
are channel noise and speech coding, the filter is investigated for use in combination with 
channel normalizatioL techniques to provide more system robustness. vVhile channel nor-
malization aims to reduce effects of channel imperfections on GSM speech, the variable 
filter is employed as a way to counter the effects of speech coding. The main question to 
be answered in this work is, therefore, whether this variable filter does improve robustness 
of recognition systemf to GSM speech; if so, how is this achieved and if not so why not. 
The approach taken h this investigative work was to test recognition systems which em-
ployed no channel normalization technique with GSM speech to determine their perfor-
mance on such speech. Different well-known channel normalization techniques where then 
added to these recognition systems to determine improvements they would bring to per-
formance of these sys;ems. Having determined these improvements, the variable filter is 
implemented in tandem with the channel normalization technique that proved to be the 
best among those tesl:ed to see if it brought about any further improvements in perfor-











~larkov ToolKit) groJP [14, 15] was used for base-line results and the evaluation of the 
efI'ectiveness of the variable filter under investigation was measured against these base-line 
results. This front-end includes a channel normalization technique. It must be noted at 
this point that no off-the-shelf speech recognition systems were used for experimentation; 
all systems used were built from scratch using the (Hidden :\1arkov Model ToolKit version 
3.2 (HTK v3.2)) following a procedure outlined in Chapter 5. 
Another question to answer through this work is whether improvements in perceptual 
quality (or toll quality) of GSM speech necessarily yield improvements in recognition of 
such speech. This question stems out from the fact that the filter under investigation is 
used extensively in practical telecommunication applications. In these applications it is 
used as a speech enhancement post-filter to improve perceptual quality of low-bit speech 
coding. This perceptual quality however is judged from the human point of view without 
any consideration of speech recognition. We seek to know through this investigative work 
whether improvements in toll quality of speech necessarily brings about improvements in 
recognition of such speech. 
The outline of the rest of this thesis is given in the next Section. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part is made up of theory of speech 
recognition and the sE'cond part of both theory of techniques used and experimental work 
done. The first part c(>Ilsits of Chapter 2 which is about general speech recognition concepts 
followed by Chapter 3 which is about the use of HM~ls in speech recognition and Chapter 
4 which is about Speech Coding theory. 
The second part begins with Chapter 5 which describes the experimental setup and pro-
cedure followed. This chapter describes how recognition systems tested were built. Also 
included in this chapt!~r are base-line results against which the effectiveness of the variable 
filter under investigation will be measured. As mentioned in the objectives of this work 
above, different channel normalization techniques, in particular cepstral mean normaliza-
tion [16] and RASTA filtering [17] were tested and compared to determine their perfor-
mance with GSM spe,~ch. Chapter 6 provides theory of the tested channel normalization 
techniques together with the results of experiments conducted with them. In Chapter 7 
the theory of the variable filter is given together with results obtained from experimental 























Speech Recognition Concepts 
Introd uction 
Since the advent of automatic speech recognition technology as a field of research many 
techniques have been devised which aim at making the technology better and better. These 
range from signal processing techniques to advanced pattern classifiers and statistical mod-
els. As may be seen en Figure 1.1, a basic speech recognition system is divisible into two 
major components known as the front-end and the back-end. The function of the front-end 
is to perform any necessary signal processing routines on speech signals fed into the sys-
tem while the back-end involves some method of pattern classification or statistical model 
training and acoustic pattern recognition (during testing). In this chapter, some of the 
basic signal processinl~ routines of the front-end and the concept of feature extraction in 
speech technology are discussed. Well known back-ends are also discussed. The chapter 
begins with a description of factors used in classifying speech recognition systems. That is 
followed by front-end and lastly back-end concepts. 
2.1 Classification of Speech Recognition Systems 
There are different types of recognition systems in use today; these recognition systems 
are characterized by their designs. Many of them are designed to be task specific. They 
are often classified according to the following factors [18]: 
• Speaking Mode : According to the speaking mode recognition systems are clas-











speak taking pa lses in-between words while continuous systems allow users to speak 
continuously wilhout any pauses. 
• Vocabulary Size: Systems' vocabularies differ in size from small « 10) to large 
(> 20000). 
• Language Models : These models are used to put restrictions on sequences of 
words allowable according to the grammar of the language whose speech the system 
is designed to recognize. Systems designed for specific tasks often have defined finite 
task specific grammars. 
• Speaking Style : Recognition systems range from read speech to natural speech 
systems. 
• Speaker Enrollment : Using this classification systems are classified as either 
speaker dependpnt or speaker-independent. Speaker dependent systems often need 
to be trained to adapt them to the user prior to their use while speaker-independent 
systems are supposed to work equally well with all speakers. 
• Perplexity: This is a measure of the difficulty of the recognition task in terms of a 
system's language model and vocabulary size. It is simply defined as the geometric 
mean of the number of words that can follow a word after the language model has 
been applied. 
• Transducer : This has to do with the medium through which speech is captured 
for recognition. It takes into account factors such as microphones used and channels 
over which the recognition system is used (e.g. telephone channel). 
2.2 Front-ends and Feature Extraction 
Speech recognition is not performed directly on digital speech signals fed into a speech 
recognition system. This is done because there are many sources of variability associated 
with speech signals. Even two utterances of the same sentence from the same speaker 
cannot be exactly the same due to these variations. Some of the known sources of these 
variations are to do with speakers (e.g. different lengths of speakers' vocal tracts), envi-
ronments of use (e.g. background noise and room reverberation), microphones used for 























Figure 2.1: Basic front-end routines [After Picone [1]]. 
is necessary to determine and extract features that are consistently constant in all speech 
signals of utterances of the same sentence with which one speech sound may be discrim-
inated from another and use them in recognition systems. This is the ultimate goal of 
signal processing routines in the front-end. 
According to the convention used by Picone in [1] fundamental front-end routines can 
be divided into three parts, namely, spectral shaping, spectral analysis and parametric 
transformation routines (See Figure 2.1). Spectral shaping involves conditioning a speech 
signal somehow for optimal spectral analysis. 
Spectral analysis is a process of calculating parameters, from spectra of frames of speech, by 
which one speech sound can be distinguished from another. It is vital to note that there are 
no standard parameters that spectral analysis methods aim to compute, different methods 
compute different paBmeters. For an example, one method may compute total power at 
different frequencies 1:1 a given segment of speech while another computes coefficients of 
an all-pole model for that segment of speech as parameters. These computed parameters 
are referred to as feat Ires of speech. 
Parametric transformation refers to routines that transform parameters calculated from the 
spectral analysis step into another format that may be more desirable. Cepstral transfor-
mation [16] is the most widely used transformation of parameters in speech recognition. It 
involves the calculation of the cepstrum from parameters computed in the spectral analysis 
stage. The cepstrum is computed by taking the log of spectral magnitudes and comput-
ing the inverse Fourier transform of the log spectrum. The main advantages of cepstral 
coefficients are the fact that they are decorrelated (which is a vital aspect for Hidden 
:v1arkov .\1odel (H.\1M) based systems) and they make features which are more robust to 
noisy speech and mismatches in training and testing data [19]. Many spectral shaping and 
parametric transformation methods may be used in any front-end employing any spectral 
analysis method, they are not spectral analysis method specific even though they may 
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Figure 2.2: Feature extraction illustration. 
Feature extraction is a term widely used in speech technology to refer to spectral shaping, 
spectral analysis and parameter transformation collectively. This term is mainly used to 
distinguish a spectral analysis method from another since spectral shaping and parameter 
transformation are of len not specific to certain front-ends. This term is adopted and used 
in the rest of this document. 
Feature extraction is performed on short windowed frames of speech, often 20 to 25ms at 
some frame rate, often 10ms (See Figure 2.2). Even though speech signals are dynamic 
in nature, these short segments of speech are assumed static. The most popular window 
function in speech recognition is the Hamming window. The equation of this window 
function is, 
w(n) = 0.54 - 0.46cos(27rnj(N 1)) (2.1 ) 
where N is the length of the window in samples. Once these features have been computed 
they are put in feature vectors. 
With feature extraction performed on each windowed segment of speech, a complete signal 
will be parameterized into a sequence of feature vectors at the end of the feature extraction 
process. It is for this reason that Picone [1 J referred to feature extraction as speech signal 
modeling. 











2.3 Spectral Shaping Front-end Routines 
As mentioned, spectral shaping signal processing routines in the front-end focus condition 
a speech signal somelow prior to spectral analysis. The most popular spectral shaping 
routine is speech recog11itioll is known as pre-emphasis. The transfer function of the pre-
emphasis filter often used is expressed as, 
H(z) 1 az- 1 (2.2) 
where a is a pre-emphasis coefficient normally in the range of [-1, -O.4j [1]. The main 
purpose of pre-emphasis is to emphasize high frequencies in a speech signal prior to feature 
extraction. Voiced sec~ions of speech have a spectral slope that is tilted to the right (or a 
negative slope) such tnat high frequencies are de-emphasized. Pre-emphasis is employed 
to boost these frequencies. Pre-emphasis is also used in speech coding algorithms [20]. 
Feature extraction methods are usually classified into three broad categories, namely, Lin-
ear Predictive Coding filterbank based and auditory based methods [21]. Each of these 
classes is discussed in the following sections. Some feature extraction methods employ 
techniques from more than one of these categories. 
2.4 LPC Feature Extraction 
LPC modeling was introduced in the early 1970s [22]. Since its advent it has been used, 
and is still been used in just about any field of speech processing. Some of the fields in 
which it has found application include speech coding (as discussed in Chapter 4), speech 
synthesis, speaker recognition and verification, speech recognition and many other speech 
related technologies. 
The concept behind linear predictive coding is to model each sample in a given speech 
signal (or segment of a speech signal) as a linear combination of a set number of previous 
samples on the signal. In a form of an equation this idea is expressed as, 
p 
s(n) = L aks(n k) (2.3) 
k I 
where p, known as the LPC model order, denotes the number of previous samples used to 











as linear prediction coefficients. 
The difference or error between a signal and its LPC model is expressed in an equation 
form as, 
ern) = s(n) s(n) (2.4) 
The z-transformation I)f Equation 2.4 yields, 
p 
H(z) = 1 - L ak z- k (2.5) 
k=l 
The inverse of H(z) in Equation 2.5 is known as the LPC spectrum and is used as a 
vocal-tract transfer function [19J. The LPC spectrum tracks peaks and valleys of a speech 
spectrum so that it appears like a smoothed version of the speech spectrum. It is this 
property of the LPC spectrum that has found LPC modeling such extensive use in speech 
processing field. 
The goal in solving thE' LPC model is to compute the LPC prediction coefficients so as to 
minimize the mean sqlare of the error signal in Equation 2.4 above. The optimal solution 
for a set ofLPC coefficients a (ala2a3 ... apf such that the mean square error is minimized 
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Tss(n) is the autocorrelation sequence of a given speech signal, s(n), expressed as, 
N-I 
















where N is the length (in samples) of a window of speech over which the LPC model is 
computed. The matrix: R is Toeplitz which means the Levinson-Durbin algorithm [23, 24] 
can be used to iteratvely solve for LPC coefficients of the model from the above given 
equations. This solut ion of the LPC prediction model is known as the autocorrelation 
method. There are oLler methods like the covariance and the lattice (harmonic) methods 
that are used to solve the LPC model coefficients, but the autocorrelation method is the 
most favored especially in speech recognition due to its computation efficiency and the 
fact that it always lehds to a stable solution to the LPC model [I, 25]. It is these LPC 
coefficients that are u;,ed in speech recognition as features either as they are or somehow 
transformed. Once computed, the LPC coefficients are put into a feature vector specific to 
the segment of speech analyzed. 
Use of LPC coefficient., in speech recognition systems yields poor performance in noisy en-
vironments [1]. For th.5 reaSOIl LPC coefficients are hardly ever used as they are in current 
speech recognition sYf,tems. LPC coefficients can me transformed into LPC coefficients 
cepstra. As mentioned earlier, the cepstrum of a signal is computed as a Fourier transform 
of the log spectrum. However, for the LPC model it can be shown that the cepstra can be 
computed from LPC coefficients using the recursive equation below [22, 26, 27J. 
(2.10) 
The LPC spectrum c~m also be used for calculating filterbank features [1]. In the next 
section the filterbank feature extraction method is explained. 
2.5 Filterbank Feature Extraction 
The simplest implementation of filterbank feature extraction is passing a segment of a 
speech signal through a sequence of band-pass filters of certain bandwidths and center 
frequencies and taking the mean of the output amplitudes of each of the band-pass filters 
as extracted features. (t is this arrangement of band-pass filters in a sequence that lead to 
the feature extraction approach termed filterbank approach. These band-pass filters are 
often not linearly spaced on the frequency axis. The motivation behind this nOIl-linear 
arrangement comes from the fact that the human ear distinguishes frequencies in an audio 
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Figure 2.3: Block diagrams of PLP [After Hermansky [2]] and ::VIFCC feature extraction 
methods. 
a similar non-linear ma,nner improves recognition performance [1]. Scales that are normally 
used to determine the widths, center frequencies, and the spacing of the band-pass filters 
in a filterbank are the Mel, Bark and the Erb scales. 
One of the most popular filterbank based feature extraction methods is the .Mel-Frequency-
Cepstral-Coefficients (MFCC). The MFCC is currently the most widely used feature extrac-
tion method in speed recognition systems. It has been so named because the filter-bank 
it implements is mad!~ up of a sequence of triangular bandpass filters whose widths and 
center frequencies are equally spaced on the Mel-scale defined as, 
Mel(j) = 25951og lO (1 1/700) (2.11) 
MFCC's band-pass filters are often triangular arranged such that they are near-linearly 
spaced at frequencies below 1000Hz and logarithmically spaced at frequencies beyond 
1000Hz. 
As may be seen in Figure 2.3, in implementing the MFCC the, magnitude of a spectrum 
of a window of speech is computed using Fast Fourier transformation. At each frequency 
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Figure 2.4: EIH model with x cochlear filters and 7 level crossings. 
corresponding freque:1cy. All the products from each bandpass filter on the filterbank are 
summed and these Sl.ms are used as extracted features. 
Just as in the case of LPC coefficients these features can be transformed somehow. Fil-
terbank outputs are highly correlated which makes the need for cepstral transformation 
almost inevitable to produce less correlated features. Given filterbank coefficients, cepstral 
coefficients can be computed using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in Equation 2.12 
below, 
c; = Ift10g(m;) cos (~(j -05)) (2.12) 
where {mj} are the )utput coefficients of band-pass filters on the filterbank and N the 
number of filters used on the filterbank. 
2.6 Auditory Modeling Feature Extraction 
This approach to feature extraction attempts to model the human auditory system (audi-
tory modeling). Most of these methods were developed as attempts to improve recognition 
performance in noisy environments. The motivation behind them is the fact that humans 











ditory system can be successfully modeled and the models applied to speech recognition, 
performance in noisy ~nvironments would be improved. This approach to feature extraction 
is also inspired by the amount of knowledge available about the human auditory system. 
yluch of this knowledge only concerns the periphery of the auditory system i.e. as far as 
the sending of information by the nerve fibers to the brain. The interpretation of these 
signals in the brain hi not certainly known. 
One such a feature extraction method is known as the Ensemble Interval Histogram (EIH) 
[28]. Figure 2.4 depccts an EIH model. This method models short time characteristics 
of nerve fiber firing rates. This is a sensible approach since auditory nerve fibers are the 
sole carriers of speech signal information to the brain. If the pulses output by these nerve 
fibers could be modEled accurately they would give exact features of speech signals that 
are necessary for interpretation (recognition). Of course, the way the pulses from the 
nerve fibers are interpreted in the brain needs to be known also and would form part of 
the recognition process; unfortunately this is not known for certain yet. The nerve fibers 
don't all fire at the same time; each fiber is activated to fire pulses to the brain by certain 
sounds. EIH aims to determine those nerve fibers which fire synchronously. An EIH model 
has three componentfl to it (See Figure 2.4), a bank of cochlear filters, each with an assigned 
center frequency, equally spaced on the log-scale. Each filter is followed by a set of seven 
level crossing detectc.rs and the third part is made up of interval histograms one for each 
level crossing. The bank of filters simulates simulates the cochlear in the human auditory 
system. The positivE going crossing of a level detector simulates a nerve fiber firing. The 
counts of these crossings are added to histograms of individual frequency bands which are 
the bandwidths of the cochlear filters. To determine fibers that fire synchronously, interval 
histograms are all sunmed to create an ensemble interval histogram. The counts of the 
ensemble interval histogram are used as features which may be somehow transformed. 
Another well known auditory based feature extraction method is an LPC derived Percep-
tual Linear Prediction (PLP) [2, 29]. As depicted in Figure 2.3, the first stage in PLP 
analysis is to compde an auditory spectrum from which the LPC model is computed. 
The auditory spectrum is computed by convolving the power spectrum of a given seg-
ment of speech with some form of a critical band masking pattern. The critical band 
spectrum (or aUditory) spectrum is then pre-emphasized using a simulated equal-loudness 
curve and compresst·d using a cubic non-linearity which is a simulation of the intensity 
loudness power law. From the resulting auditory spectrum a solution of an LPC model 











segment of speech. Cepstral coefficients can and are often computed from these features. 
The PLP can be viewed as combination of the LPC based and auditory modeling feature 
extraction principles. 
Another feature extraction method that has been used in a number of research systems is 
known as the Mel-Frequency Perceptual Linear Prediction (MF-PLP). As its name sug-
gests, it combines the use of the Mel-filterbank with PLP principles. More detail about 
this feature extraction method is given in Section 2.7 below. 
2.7 MF-PLl> 
MF-PLP is a feature '~xtraction method that was found to be more robust to mismatches in 
training and testing conditions than conventional methods like the MFCC and PLP [30]. 
It was first presented by the Cambridge University Hidden Markov Toolkit (CU-HTK) 
group in [30]. It was tIl this work that it was found more robust to noise than normal PLP 
and MFCC feature extraction methods. The HTK team has since used this front end in 
virtually all their Switchboard systems (e.g. [14,15]). These Switchboard systems are large 
vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems evaluated on telephone conversational 
speech. MF -PLP ha, also been used in other systems such as the Dragon Switchboard 
system [31]. It has been used as a feature extraction method of choice in other systems 
as well [32, 33]. As vrill be seen in Chapter 5 this feature extraction method was used to 
obtain base-line results for this work. 
In this feature extracdon method, Mel-filterbank coefficients are computed from the power 
spectrum of a given frame of speech. These coefficients are then weighted using an equal 
loudness curve and compressed by taking their cubic root. This results in an auditory 
spectrum as in the PLP case. From the auditory spectrum the LPC model coefficients 
are computed. These coefficients are taken as extracted features from which cepstra are 
computed. From ths explanation it is clear that MF-PLP is simply the PLP feature 
extraction method applied on mel-filterbank coefficients rather than on the power spectrum 











2.8 Other Components of Feature Vectors 
Often, other compoQf'nts besides extracted features of speech are included in feature vec-
tors. These are usually included because they improve robustness of speech recognition 
systems. Some of tbese measures are fundamental frequencies [1], energy measures of 
given speech segments and time derivatives. Each of these is discussed in the following 
sub-sections. 
Fundamental Frequency 
Even though the fundamental frequency is not usually included in feature vectors there 
are tonal languages fClr which it has been found necessary to include it (e.g. Chinese) [1]. 
One of the major problems with the inclusion of the fundamental frequency is the fact it 
is difficult to estimat(· reliably. These doubts about it have led to it being not used much 
in current speech rec('gnition applications. 
Energy Measures 
The inclusion of the energy measure in the parameter vector in speech recognition is com-
mon practice. For a segment of speech N samples long this energy may be computed as 
[19], 
N 
E = log L (w(n)s(n))2 (2.13) 
n=l 
where w(n) is a windowing function. This energy may also be computed without window-
ing. The log is often taken to simulate the logarithmic response of the human auditory 
system [1]. 
Time Derivatives 
Addition of time denvatives to parameter vectors has proved to enhance robustness of 
recognition systems and is virtually standard across all recognition systems. These are 
time derivatives of fec,tures extracted (static features) from a speech signal and any other 
component that might have been added to the parameter vector (e.g. energy measures). 











factors dropped are [:14, 36], 
d 
dts(n) ~ s(n) - s(n -1) (2.14) 
d 
dis(n) ~ s(n + 1) - s(n) (2.15) 
d Nd 
dts(n) ~ L ms(n + m) 
m=-Nd 
(2.16) 
Another way of expressing Equation 2.16 which is the most commonly used is, 
d Nd 
dts(n) ~ L m(s(n + m) - s(n - m)) (2.17) 
m=l 
First order derivativEs are computed using one of the above stated approximations and 
often second order derivatives are computed from first order derivatives using the same ap-
proximations. These derivatives are usually normalized. In a normalized manner Equation 
2.17 could be [19], 
d ( ),...., E~~l m(s(n + m) - s(n - m)) 
sn,,-, N 
dt 2Em~1 m 2 
(2.18) 
2.9 Back-ends 
There are two processes that take place in the back-end of a recognition system depending 
on the mode of operation of the system. These are acoustic modeling or classification 
(during training) and acoustic pattern matching (during recognition). The following are 
some of the well-known pattern classifiers and signal modeling schemes that are either 
currently being used in speech recognition or have been used before. 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 
DTW is one of the f~arliest pattern matching methods used in speech recognition [37]. 
It takes into account the time varying nature of speech signals and tries to exploit it in 
pattern matching. In DTW there is a set of stored templates which are often in the form of 
sequences of feature \ ectors making up, for example, a word. During recognition, feature 











patterns using some form of a distance measure (e.g. Euclidean distance). The stored 
pattern that gives th(~ minimum distance is given out as the recognition result of the input 
speech signal. Since ':he advent of HMMs, DTW has fallen out of favor for use in speech 
recognition [381. 
Vector Quantization (VQ) 
The whole aim of vedor quantization is to reduce k-dimensional vectors, Rk, into a finite 
set of vectors Y = {lIi : i = 1,2, ... , N} [391. Each Yi is known as a codeword. A complete 
set of all codewords LS called a codebook. The usefulness of VQ is in its dimensionality 
reduction properties for which it has been applied in compression algorithms such as in 
image compression algorithms. 
Speech recognition using VQ, like DTW, involves storage of templates in the form of 
codewords in a codebook. During recognition a speech signal is passed through a vector 
quantizer and the vecor outputs are matched against codewords (using distance measures). 
The recognition result then becomes the codeword that produced a minimum distance. 
VQ is not popular &; an independent classifier in speech recognition; it is often used in 
combination with other classifiers and stochastic models such as with HMMs where it is 
used to reduce the dimensionality of probability distributions of computed feature vectors. 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
Artificial neural netlvorks are an attempt to model the biological nervous system as a 
trainable set of matht'matical models. In speech recognition they are used as a classification 
system. Different types of NNs have been used in speech recognition such as Time Delay 
Neural Networks (TDNNs) and Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [40]. 
One problem which has hindered successful use of NNs in speech recognition is their in-
ability to deal with time warping [40]. This renders them not useful when large time-spans 
are integrated in systems. It is for this reason that NNs are often used in hybrid systems 
in combination with )ther classifiers like HM.:vls and DTW. In these hybrid systems they 










Hidden Markov Models (HMM) 
H:\H1s are the current modeling technique of choice in speech recognition. Since speech 
recognition systems built in this work are Hi\t[\;1 based recognition systems, the next Chap-
ter is dedicated to the theory of HMMs and their application in speech recognition. 
2.10 Summary 
In this chapter, prominent concepts in speech recognition technology have been discussed. 
Both the front-end and the back-end concepts of speech recognition systems have been 













HMMs In Speech Recognition 
Introduction 
The theory of Hiddell Markov Models (HMMs) was published in the late 1960s and early 
1970s by Baum and his colleagues [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. It was first implemented in speech 
recognition by Baker [46] at CMU (Carnegie Mellon University), and by Jelinek and his 
colleagues at IBM in the 1970s [47] . In this chapter, H:\1Ms and their application to the 
speech recognition pr.)blem are briefly explained. The chapter begins with a logical deriva-
tion of the mathematical definition of the speech recognition problem. It then outlines the 
use of HMMs in solvmg the speech recognition problem. In all equations in this chapter 
the bold style is used to denote vectors. 
3.1 Mathematical Definition of the Speech Recognition 
Problem 
The front-end or the signal processing end of the speech recognition system converts an 
analogue speech signal spoken into a sequence of discrete symbols or vectors (feature vec-
tors) depending on the type of the recognition system. The problem of speech recognition 
then becomes that of converting these symbols or vectors into a sequence of spoken words 
(recognition). Assume C to be a sequence of such symbols which are members of set of a 














The problem speech recognition aims to solve is to produce the most likely sequence of 
words W given the acoustic observation C. The aim is therefore to maximize the probability 
of W given C, P(WIC), that is, 
--lV argm:xP(WIC) (3.3) 
Applying Bayes' rule, Equation 3.3 is written as, 
-- P(W)P(CIW) 
vV = argmax 
w P(C) 
(3.4) 
Because P( C) is not a function of Wand is constant for a given complete sentence, it is 
eliminated from Equation 3.4 so that the speech recognition problem is mathematically 
expressed as, 
W = argrrw[P(vV)P(CIW)] 
In most of today's sppech recognition systems, the term P(W) is evaluated using a specified 
statistical language model (e.g. a bigram model) and the term P(CIW) is computed using 
HMM models. Alth,mgh discrete symbols were assumed in this derivation, C can be a 
sequence of vectors. [n the next section a formal definition of an HM:NI is presented. 
3.2 HMM I)efinition 
Hidden Markov Models have been derived from :\tIarkov Chains. A Markov chain is a 
statistical model which, at each point in regularly spaced discrete time t, is on state qt of 
N possible states. A probabilistic description of such a system calls for the current state 
to be expressed in terms of all its predecessor states. However, for the first order discrete 
time case of the :\tIarkov chains, the probability of the current state is assumed to depend 












Considering only those cases where these probabilities are not functions of time results 
with a state-transition probability defined as A aijwhere, 
1 ::; i, j < IV (3.6) 
This set of probabilities obey the following fundamental statistical constraints, 
a·· > 0 ZJ - Vj, i (3.7) 
N 
La. lJ 1 Vi (3.8) 
i=l 
This kind of a Markov chain may be referred to as an observable ~1arkov model because 
its process produces a sequence of states each of which is associated with a particular 
observable event from a defined observation set. This implies that every state sequence 
has a corresponding (:ertain observation sequence. 
Hidden Markov Models are a special case of Markov chains in which the observed event, 
when a state is reacbed, is not a definite element of a set of all possible observations but 
is determined by a probabilistic function of the state. This is to say that there is no 
one-to-one mapping between a state and an observed event. These observations can only 
be produced througlt an underlying set of stochastic processes. A distribution of such 
probability functions is defined as B bj(k) where, 
(3.9) 
A1 is the number of observable symbols at each state, 0t, the observation made at time 
t in the process, is Vk, the kth element of the set of all possible observations V = 
Before the HMM pro:ess (transition from one state to another for an allocated time units) 
starts, initial parame1:ers are required. The initial state has to be defined before the process 












From the preceding discussion it is can be deduced that a complete HMM model is defined 
by the following elements: 
l. N, the number of states in the model. 
2. M, the number of possible distinct observation in each state. 
3. The state transition probability distribution, A = aij' 
4. The observation symbol probability distributions,B = bj(k). 
0. Lastly, the initial state distribution w = Wi. 
A compact notationlsed to indicate complete parameters of an HMM model is, 
A (A, B, w) (3.11 ) 
As such, an HMM model is simply a definition of the probability measure for a specified 
observation sequence 0, i.e. P(OIA). 
HMMs pose three problems that need to be solved in order to apply them; these are 
discussed in the next section. 
3.3 Three Problems Posed by HMMs 
There are three probiems that HMMs present whose solutions make H:"1Ms very useful for 
a variety of applicati)ns. These problems are listed below: 
l. Problem 1, given the HM:\1 model A (A, B, w) and a particular observation 
sequence 0 = (01,02,03, ... , OT), what is the most efficient way of computing P(OIA), 
the probability of the observation sequence given the H:..1M model. This is known as 
the evaluation oroblem. 
2. Problem 2, given the HMM model A = (A, B, w) and a particular observation se-
quence 0 = (0 ,02,03, ... ,OT), how do we work out the state sequence that explains 
this observation sequence the best. In speech recognition this is known as the recog-











3. Problem 3, involves how we can best compute the parameters of the model A 
(A, B, 1T) so as to maximize P(OIA). In speech recognition this is known as the 
training problem. 
In the following sub~ections are explanations of some of the well-known and commonly 
used algorithms to solve these problems. 
3.3.1 Solution to Problem 1 - the Evaluation Problem. 
The most intuitive solution to the evaluation problem is to calculate the probability P(OIA) 
by enumerating every possible state sequence of a given length T. This approach, however, 
is computationally not feasible. It involves (2T 1 )NT multiplications and W -1 additions 
[21]. An algorithm kI.own as the forward algorithm has been developed for computing this 
probability more efficiently. This algorithm is explained in the following subsubsection. 
3.3.1.1 The Forward Algorithm 
The forward variable Cl:t(i) is defined as the probability of producing the partial observation 
sequence 0102 ... 0t and statei at the given time t given an HMM model A. That is, 
(3.12) 
It follows from this dE:·finition that the product Cl:t( i)aij is the joint probability of the partial 
observation sequence 0102 ... 0t and of state j reached at time t 1 from state i at time t. 
The summation of this product for all possible states i, 1 :::; i :::; N, in the given model at 
time t, results with be joint probability of the partial observation sequence 0102 ... 0t and 
of state j at time t + 1 from any state i at time t. That is, 
N 
P(0102 ... 0t, qt+l = j) = L Cl:t(i)aij 1:::; t :::; T - 1, 1 :::; i :::; N (3.13) 
i=l 
\Vith state j at time' + 1 known, the forward variable Cl:t+ 1 (j) is calculated by multiplying 
this probability (Equation 3.13) by the probability of producing the given observation event 
0t+ 1 at state j, bj (Ot4 1)' That is, 











This equation is computed for every state j in the given model at time t. The computation 
is iterated for t = 1,2, ... , T -1 i.e. until aT(i) has been computed. Finally to find P(OIA) 
we simply add all computed aT(i)'s. That is, 
N 
P(OIA) = L aT(i) (3.15) 
i=l 
The initial value for this algorithm, a1 (i), is set to 
(3.16) 
This computation method involves N(N + l)(T-l)+N multiplications and N(N l)(T-l) 
additions which is filCh more efficient than the direct method [21]. There exists another 
method very similar to the forward algorithm known as the backward algorithm. This 
algorithm is briefly explained in the following subsubsection. 
3.3.1.2 The Backward Algorithm 
Consider the backward variable f3t( i) defined as, 
(3.17) 
This is the total probability ofthe producing the partial observation sequence Ot+1 Ot+2 ... 0T 
(i.e. the rest of the given observation sequence from time t + 1) given state i at time t of 
the given model A. 'Vhat we are interested in calculating at this point is the probability 
of being in state i at time t and making a transition to state j at time t + 1 and producing 
the rest of the given observation sequence from 0t+l to OT for all states j, 1 S; j S; N. 
Such a probability is expressed as, 
N 
f3t(i) = :[ aijbj (ot+1)f3t+1 (j) t = T - 1, T - 2, ... ,1, 1 S; i S; N (3.18) 
;:::;1 
The initial value for this computation is set to, 
f3r(i) = 1, (3.19) 











computation efficiency. As will be seen later, these two algorithms are together used to 
solve the training pre blem of HMMs. 
3.3.2 Solution to Problem 2 - the Decoding Problem. 
This problem, also known as the decoding problem, says: given the model and an ob-
servation sequence, what is the most likely state sequence that produced the observation 
sequence. The solutic,n to the problem is dependent on the definition of "most likely" state 
sequence. One possible case is where the "most likely" sequence refers to the most probable 
state qt at each time I to produce the observation event Ot for all observation events in the 
given observation sequence. Statistically this means we need to maximize the probability 
of the state sequence q = (qlq2 ... qT) given a model A and an observation 0 = (Ol02 ... 0T). 
That is, we need to maximize P(qIO, A) which is equivalent to maximizing P(q, OIA). The 
well known solution to this problem is known as the Viterbi Algorithm [48, 49]. 
To explain this algorthm we define the quantity Ot(i), as the highest probability along a 
single path at time t which accounts for t observations and ends at state qt = i, as 
Ot(i) = max P[ql, q2, ... , qt-l, qt = i, olo2 ... 0 tI A] (3.20) 
Ql,Q2,···,Qt-l 
From here it is clear ':hat, 
(3.21 ) 
To solve the problem, Equation 3.21 is computed recursively starting from the initial value, 
(3.22) 
until the termination condition, 
P = max [OT(i)] 
l<i<N 
(3.23) 
is reached. Along the recursion process the optimal states are produced, therefore there is 
need for an array, to :3tore these states. This array, 1f;t(j), is defined as 











with the initial value set to, 
(3.25) 
Finally the most likely state sequence is then found to be, 
t 1, T 2, ... , 1 (3.26) 
In speech recognition systems this algorithm is used in the recognition process (though 
not solely). The acoustic vectors computed from the speech signal to be recognized serve 
as the given observation sequence. From the given HMM model network the most likely 
state sequence to hav~ produced the given acoustic data is computed. The state sequence 
is then mapped into words using a dictionary. 
3.3.3 Solution to Problem 3 - the Training Problem. 
This problem attempts to adjust the parameters of the given model so as to maximize 
its probability of prcducing the given observation sequence, i.e. to maximize P(OI>'). 
The method used to solve this problem is known as the Baum-Welch method [41,42,43, 
44, 45] named after L .E. Baum who together with his colleagues was instrumental in the 
development of the method. This algorithm is also well-known as the forward-backward 
algorithms because it uses both the forward and backward variables defined in subsection 
3.3.1. The explanation of this algorithms starts with the definition of ~t(i,j) as 
(3.27) 
This is the probabilit:' of being in state i at time t and being in state j at time t 1, given 
the observation sequence 0 and the model whose parameters are to be adjusted >.. Using 
the forward and backward variables this probability can be written as, 
See [21] for the step ty step derivation of this equation. 












This is the probabilit.', of being in state i at time t given the model A and the observation 
sequence O. The summation of this probability over all time units excluding t :::: T 
gives the expected number of transitions from state i to any other state, i.e. Ei~l 'Yt(i). 
The summation of et(i, j) over time (also excluding t = T) gives the expected number of 
transitions from state i to a specified state j, i.e. Ei=-ll 'Yt( i). Expressed in terms of these 
summations the re-estimation formulae of HM;\;! parameters are, 
if· J 'Y1 ( i) 
",T-l C ( .. ) 









The training proceduce using this algorithm can be summarized in the following steps: 
1. Initialize the HMM model A:::: (A, B, 1f) 
2. Compute et(i,jl, (tt(i) and f3t+l(j) and 'Yt(i) 
3. Estimate:\:::: (..t, 13, 7f) from 6(i,j) and 'Yt(i) 
4. Replace A with :\ 
5. If not converged return to 2 
It can be shown that unless :\ :::: A (re-estimation iteration termination condition) P(OI:\) > 
P(OIA). 
In speech recognition, these formulae are used to reestimate (iteratively update and im-
prove) parameters of the given model from the given training data. 
3.4 Continuous Observation Density HMMs 
The discussions abov~ up to the last section refer to the case of HMMs used with discrete 











However, for many applications the observation set is not discrete but continuous or is 
made up of vectors. Continuous speech recognition is one such application of HM\tls in 
which the observation set is not discrete. This is the motivation behind a special type of 
H11\t1s known as continuous observation density H1'L\1s. In this type of Hyl\t1s the discrete 
observation density bj(k) is replaced by a continuous observation density bj(x) where x is 
a vector. There are Lsually more than one of these observation densities per state. The 
observation density of a finite number of mixtures is therefore expressed as, 
M 
bj(x) = L CjkX(X, !1jk, Ujk ), (3.32) 
k=l 
where Cjk is the obsel vation density coefficient for the kth observation density in state j. 
X can be any log-concave or elliptically symmetric distribution. In this case it is assumed 
to be a Gaussian with mean vector !1jk and covariance matrix U jk for the kth mixture 
(observation density) component in state j. The mixture coefficients must satisfy the 
following stochastic c')Ilstraints, 
M 
LCjk 1, (3.33) 
k=l 
Cjk > 0, 1 :S j :S N, 1 :S k :S AI 
In speech recognition the observation vectors are made up of features extracted from speech 
signals in the front-end (signal processing end) of a recognizer. There are many feature 
extraction methods and HMMs can be used with any of them. 
3.5 HMMs in Speech Recognition 
To use H\tl11s in speedl recognition, speech signals are represented as a sequence of symbols 
(e.g. words or phone:3). In Isolated speech recognition these symbols are complete words 
whereas in continuous speech recognition they are phones. For each one of these symbols 
an HMM model is defined. The parameters of these HM\t1s are observation densities and 
transition probabilit) distributions. 
Since all the recognition systems built in this work are continuous speech recognition sys-
tems the rest of this chapter focuses on the continuous speech recognition case. The process 











a recognition network followed by the training of the HMM models in the network. The 
following subsections briefly describes the recognition network constructed, the training of 
models in the network as well as how the network is used during the recognition process. 
3.5.1 HMM Recognition Network 
In a continuous speech recognition system a recognition network that can be viewed at three 
levels once it's been constructed. The highest level in this network is the word level and is 
mapped to the next level which is the phones level using the dictionary. The dictionary lists 
all the words in the training data set together with their phonemic composition. Each of 
the phones in the phones level has an HMM model and all of these models are concatenated 
to make up the lowes'; level of the network which is the HMM model network. There are 
nodes on such networks which are either H~1~1 model instances or word-ends. 
For small task recogrition systems, these networks are usually constructed according to 
a defined task grammar which clearly defines all allowable word sequences. However, 
for medium vocabulary and large vocabulary (e.g. desktop dictation systems) it is not 
possible to define sw:h a grammar. In such cases a word loop is used which puts all 
the words contained in the system's vocabulary into a loop such that any word in the 
vocabulary can follow any other word. These word loops are usually augmented by a 
statistical language rrodel (e.g bigram). All the recognition systems built in this work are 
medium vocabulary hnd their word loops have been augmented with a bigram language 
model. Once successfully constructed, the models in the recognition network are trained. 
3.5.2 HMM Training for Speech Recognition 
The front-end or the signal processing end of a recognizer extracts feature vectors from each 
of the given utterance, in the training data set. These features are considered as observation 
vectors in the trainiIlg of HMMs. Utterances used for training must be segmented and 
labeled properly according to the phones set used. The sequence of feature vectors for 
each utterance in the training set are used to train all HM:Yl models of phones appearing 











3.5.3 The Recognition Process 
The recognition probem is that of calculating the most likely word sequence from the 
given sequence of features using the recognition network. The first stage in the recognition 
process involves the {~xtraction of features from the utterance to be recognized. These 
features serve as observations and they are used to compute the most likely state sequence 
to have produced them from the recognition network. This state sequence is then mapped 
to the phones sequence then to the word sequence. 
Recognition is done by searching for the best path in the recognition network from the start 
to the end. If an unkn)wn utterance to be recognized has T frames or feature vectors, every 
path in the network 'with exactly T emitting HM:\1 states is a potential output. Of these 
paths the one with the highest probability is given out as the recognition result. The 
search for the best path is done by using the Viterbi decoding algorithm. This algorithm 
is used to find the o:Jtimal state sequence rather than the optimal word sequence. In 
the experiments performed this basic algorithm is implemented within a search algorithm 
known as the Token Passing algorithm [19, 50]. 
A token represents a partial path on the network from time 0 to time t. In each time step, 
transitions are made continually along the connected states stopping when an emitting 
(last state on the H,\1M model) state is reached. As these transitions are made along 
potential paths the history of the nodes passed is recorded. At the end of the transitions 
the back-trace of the transitions is output as the recognition results. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter the mathematical definition of the speech recognition problem was given. 
The definition of HJ\IMs, the problems they pose along with their solutions were also 
outlined. The use of HMMs to solve the speech recognition problem was also discussed. 
In the next chapter, principles of speech coding with more emphasis on the GSM speech 














Even though speech coding is not the only source of degradation in performance of ASR 
systems when used to recognize GSM speech, it is the main deliberate factor. Most of the 
rest of the factors, if not all, come as errors in transmission. Since the method proposed 
in this work for improving robustness of recognition systems to GSM speech deals with 
the effects of speech Goding, this chapter is dedicated to speech coding algorithms with 
more emphasis put 011 the GSM speech coding algorithm, the RPE-LTP (Regular Pulse 
Excitation with Long Term Prediction) [51, 52]. 
Speech coding in simrle terms is translating the representation of information contained in 
a speech signal from (,ne digital format into another. For an example, information may be 
in the form of a simple digitized speech waveform or in the form of coefficients of a filter to 
be used by a decoder the speech waveform. In this example, translating a digitized speech 
waveform into coeffici'~nts of a filter such that the waveform can be reconstructed is speech 
coding. The main ob. ective of speech coding is to lower the bit rate of a digitized speech 
signal to lowest possible bit rates while keeping its perceptual quality good enough. 
In telecommunication:.;, speech coding allows for a more efficient use of available bandwidth 
in the sense that the lower the bit rate the more communication channels can be fitted 
within a certain limitEd bandwidth. Since low bit rates mean low bit counts of information, 
speech coding also allows for a more efficient use of available storage space. 
There are three broad classes of speech codecs (speech coding-decoding algorithms), namely, 











these classes are mentioned and discussed with special emphasis on Hybrid codecs, espe-
cially the RPE-LTP codec. One class of Hybrid codecs called Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) 
Predictive Coding is discussed leading to a detailed discussion of the RPE-LTP coding al-
gorithm. Lastly we look at the possible effects of this codec OIl speech recognition results. 
~10st of the material in this chapter is obtained from [20]. 
4.1 Wave-form Codecs 
\Vaveform codecs simply digitize a speech signal without considering its source or how 
it was produced. They work to digitize any signal, speech or non-speech, i.e. they are 
source independent. They are the simplest, they require moderate computation power, 
they operate at high bit rates i.e. 16kbps and above and they have high robustness to 
transmission errors. Their main disadvantage is their bandwidth inefficiency due to their 
high bit rates [20]. Examples of waveform codecs are the simple Pulse Code Modulation 
(PCM), Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM), Delta Modulation (DM) and the 
Embedded Delta Modulation (EDM). 
4.2 Source (;odecs 
Source codecs take advantage of redundancy in speech signals to predict the speech by 
modeling its source (Le. the vocal tract and the vocal cord vibrations) using digital filters. 
These codecs, also known as vocoders, are specialized for speech and would not work with 
other signals. Their IT,ain advantage is that they operate at low bit rates (as low as 2kbps) 
[20]. However, they al'e more sophisticated than waveform codecs and they require above 
average computation power. The speech quality they produce, although the speech can 
be perceivable, can be very low and unnatural depending on the bit-rate they operate at. 
Generally, the lower t.he bit rate the lower the speech quality. It is for this reason that 
previous research has proved that the lower the bit rate of speech the lower the recognition 



























Figure 4.1: Block diagrams for Analysis-by-Synthesis encoder and decoder. 
4.3 Hybrid (jodecs 
ew(n) 
Hybrid codecs are a combination of waveform and source coding schemes. They are an 
attempt to develop speech codecs that have advantages of both the waveform and source 
codecs. They operate at bit rates less than 16kbps and produce good speech quality. Most 
of them require above average computation power and are very sophisticated. 
The popular implementation of hybrid coding is known as Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) 
method [20]. This cla.:;s of hybrid codecs is of a greater interest in this work than others. 
The AbS speech coding scheme is discussed in greater detail in the next section. 
4.4 Analysis by Synthesis Coding 
The general structure of an AbS speech codec is depicted by the block diagram in Figure 
4.1. As may be seen in the figure, an AbS codec is made up of three main components, 











mechanisms [20]. All AbS codecs share this basic structure; one AbS codec is distinguished 
from another by the way it generates its excitation sequence. 
In the encoder, the synthesis filter produces a synthetic version (s(n)) of the original signal 
s (n). Coefficients of the synthesis filters are com pu ted from the original signal, s (n)" An 
error signal (e( n)) bet ween these two signals (the original one and the synthetic one) is 
computed. This error is appropriately weighted and minimized. It is this weighted error 
(ew (n)) that is sent to the decoder along with the coefficients of the synthesis filter. 
The decoder receives c, weighted error signal and uses an excitation generator to generate 
a particular excitatioI sequence. This excitation sequence models puffs of air which go 
through the vocal cords from the lungs when one is speaking. The excitation sequence 
(u( n)) fed into the sante synthesis filter as the encoder one reproduces the synthetic speech 
(s(n)). 
Note that this AbS encoder structure forms a closed loop. The advantage of this structure, 
that makes it superior to open-loop structures, is the fact that the error signal is computed 
as the difference between the original signal and its synthetic signal output by the decoder. 
Each one of the three main components of the AbS codec is discussed separately in the 
following sections. 
4.5 Synthesis Filters 
Speech signals show considerable levels of redundancy. This redundancy is in two forms, 
correlation between samples (in digitized speech signals) as well as the repetition of pitch 
over a certain number of samples or period (in voiced speech segments). Synthesis filters 
take advantage of this redundancy to synthesize speech signals using predictive methods. 
Short Term Predictors (STP) take advantage of sample to sample correlation to predict 
samples in a signal. In so doing STPs model the short time spectral envelope of a speech 
signal. Long Term Predictors (LTP) take advantage of pitch redundancy to predict pitch 
peaks in synthetic speech signals. In so doing LTPs model the fine structure of the speech 
spectrum. STPs and LTPs are often cascaded in synthesis filters for high quality synthetic 
speech. 
One well known algorIthm which is widely used for short term prediction in AbS codecs 
is the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) algorithm. In the following sub-section the LPC 











4.5.1 LPC Short-Term Predictor 
Coder synthesis filters which use LPC coding are made up of two blocks, namely, the LPC 
analysis and the LPC synthesis blocks. In the LPC analysis block LPC model coefficients 
are computed and in the LPC synthesis block a synthetic speech signal is produced using 
an LPC synthesis filter with LPC coefficients computed in the analysis block. Decoder 
synthesis filters only lave LPC synthesis blocks since they receive LPC coefficients of the 
synthesis filter from the coder. Both the LPC analysis and synthesis are discussed in this 
sub-section. To cater for the time varying nature of speech signals, the coefficients of the 
filters are often computed over short segments of speech, often 10 to 20ms long. 
As mentioned in Sectlon 2.4, LPC coding expresses each sample on a speech signal as a 
linear combination of a set number of previous samples. The synthesized speech segment 
in a form of an equation, can therefore be expressed as!, 
p 
s(n) 2: aks(n - k) (4.1 ) 
k=l 
where p is the number of predictor coefficients used called the predictor order. The error 
is therefore, 
e(n) 
and it's z-transform i", 
where, 
s(n) - s(n) 
p 
s(n) - 2: aks(n - k) 
k=l 
E(z) = S(z)A(z) 
p 






Equation 4.5 is the simplest form of the LPC analysis filter. The spectral shape of a speech 
segmented approximc,ted by the LPC short-term predictor is given by Equation 4.6 (known 
as the LPC spectrum), 
1 Although Equations 4.1 and 4.2 have been mentioned in Section 2.4 they are mentioned here again for 
















(4.7) - 1 - f} a z-k k=l k 
1 
(4.8) 
where Ps(z) I:~=1 akz-k is known as the short term-predictor. Equation 4.8 is the 
simplest form of the LPC synthesis filter. 
The approach emplOYEd to compute LPC coefficients for the synthesis filter is to minimize 
the mean square of th,~ error signal in Equation 4.2. The short time average prediction of 
this error is defined as, 
n=O 
(4.9) 
where N is the length (in samples) of a speech segment for which the LPC coefficients are 
computed. 
To minimize this error its partial derivative is set to zero, i.e. 
(4.10) 
\Vith terms rearranged this equation can be written as, 
l\ N+p-l P 
2: s(n)s(n - i) L Laks(n - k)s(n -\ Z) 
n::l n=O k=l 
P N-l 
L ak L s(n - k)s(n - i) (4.11 ) 
k=l n=O 












¢(i, k) = L s(n - k)s(n - i) (4.12) 
n=O 
then equation 4.11 call be written as, 
p 
L ak¢(i, k) ¢(i,O), i = 1, ... ,p (4.13) 
k=] 
N-j 
Defining the short-tiTle autocorrelation function as rss(j) L s(n)s(n - j) it can be 
n=O 
shown that ¢(i, k) in Equation 4.12 is a short-time autocorrelation of s(n - i) evaluated 
for (i - k), i.e., 
¢(i, k) = rss(i k) (4.14) 
Equation 4.12 can thErefore be written as, 
p 
LakTss(li - kl) = Tss(i), '/, 1, ... ,p 
k=l 
The LPC coefficients, {ak}, can then be computed using the Levinson-Durbin recursion on 
Equation 2.6. There are about three methods that can be used to compute these values 
and they are called th,~ autocorrelation, the covariance and covariance lattice methods [20]. 
The solution presented above is the autocorrelation method. 
LPC synthesis of spee·::h in both the coder and the decoder is done using the synthesis filter 
in Equation 4.8 once LPC coefficients have been computed. However LPC coefficients do 
not always guarantee a stable synthesis filter (i.e. the synthesis filter whose pole positions 
are within the unit circle on the pole-zero plot.). For this reason, LPC coefficients are con-
verted into other formats that guarantee this stability. Often reflection coefficients which 
are computed as a by-product of the Levinson-Durbin recursion are used in place of LPC 
coefficients. In the C(l,se of using reflection coefficients the synthesis filter is implemented 
as a lattice structure. 
A long term predictor is often used in series with the LPC short term predictor to improve 











4.5.2 Long-TerJu Predictor 
The short term predictor removes sample-to-sample redundancy but leaves the pitch re-
dundancy of speech untouched. In order to further reduce the bit rate a long term predictor 
is cascaded to the short term predictor to remove pitch redundancy. It is called the long 
term predictor because its coefficients are computed from the previous 20 to 160 samples 
compare to the short-term predictor whose coefficients are computed over 8-15 samples 
[20]. In the coder synl hesis block the LTP filter operates on the output of the short-term 
predictor whereas in the decoder it operates on the output of the excitation generator. The 








Pl(z) = L Gkz-(a+k) (4.16) 
k=-ml 
is known as the long-term predictor and a is the fundamental pitch period or its multiple. 
The approach adopted in computing the set of coefficients {Ok} and a, is to minimize the 
mean-squared error between the output of the long term predictor and its input. \Vhen 
Tnl = Tn2 = 0 the LTP is known as a I-tap predictor. The output of a I-tap predictor, 
y(n), can be expressed as follows in terms of r{n) the output of the LPC analysis filter, 
y(n) = Or(n a) 



















To minimize E we set ~~ = 0 which results with, 
(4.19) 
Substituting Equation 4.19 into 4.18 results with, 
E (4.20) 
To minimize Ewe mmt maximize the second term in equation 4.20. This term is computed 
for all possible values of a (often in the range 20 160 samples) and the value that maximizes 
the term is taken as the fundamental pitch and is used (or its integer multiple) in Equation 
4.19 to determine the LTP filter gain, G. For a K-tap predictor a is computed first and a 
set of K x K equations is solved for filter gains {G d . 
4.6 Error Weighting 
The error weighting filter is needed to reduce the amount of quantization noise associated 
with speech coding which is perceived in senthesized speech. The filter operates on the error 
signal in the coder, hence it's been termed error weighting filter. It has been discovered 
in the theory of audi'ory masking that perceived noise is partially or totally masked at 
formant frequency regions where the speech energy is high (More is discussed about the 
theory of auditory masking in Chapter 7). The strategy to reduce this noise is therefore to 
attenuate formants of speech signals moderately in order to attenuate noise in those regions 
too. This attenuatioIJ, however, amplifies noise in inter-formant regions. The end results 
will therefore be reduced SNR at formant frequencies and increased SNR in non-formant 
frequencies. The degree to which formants are attenuated must therefore be such that the 
noise in inter-formant regions does not rise above audible levels. 
In [54], Atal and Sel roeder showed that the quantization noise in a senthisized speech 
signal is given by, 
IS(z) - S(z) \2 
1~(Z)'21~F(Z) 12 












where lil(z)12 is the power spectrum of the noise at the output of the quantizer and F(z) 
is a feed back filter. 'When a weighting filter, VV' (z ), is employed to reduce quantization 
noise in the synthesized speech, then, 
il(z) = N(z)vV'(z) 
Substituting Equation 4.22 into Equation 4.21 yields, 
W'(z) 
1 - Ps(z) 





In [54] it was found that an appropriate choice for B(z) is A(z/,). Therefore, the general 




1 I:~=l akz - k 
1 I:~=l ,kakz-k 
(4.24) 
Figure 7.1 shows the 3pectra of this filter; from the figure it can be seen that the filter 
does attenuate formallt peaks and amplify inter-formant regions. Note that this filter is 
the LPC analysis filter cascaded to another synthesis filter whose transfer function is, 
1 
vV(z) = A(z/,) (4.25) 
This synthesis filter is known as the weighted synthesis filter. This means the original 
synthesis filter of Eqllation 4.8 is simply replaced by the weighted synthesis filter when 
error weighting is performed. In the next section the excitation generator of an AbS codec 
is discussed. 
4.7 Excitation Generator 
The defining componelt of an AbS coding scheme is an excitation generator. Different AbS 
coding schemes use diferent algorithms for determining the optimum excitation sequence. 
Optimum in this case means the sequence that minimizes the error between the synthesized 











An excitation sequenCf! is defined by the heights {!3k} and positions {mk }of its pulses. It 
is expressed as follows in the form of an equation, 
M-l 
'J(n) = L !3ko(n - mk) n = 0, ... ,N-1 ( 4.26) 
k=O 
where !V! is the number of pulses in an excitation sequence. The input speech to be coded is 
inverse filtered (analys [s) and weight filtered (weighted synthesis) before the error between 
the original and the synthesized speech is computed. 
The weighted synthesized speech is computed by convolving the output of the LTP u{n) 
with the impulse respclIlse of the weighting filter h( n), Le., 
sw(n)u(n) * h(n) (4.27) 
Assuming, without loss of generality, the use of an adaptive codebook LTP, urn) is ex-
pressed as, 
u(n) v(n) + GCO;(n) (4.28) 
where v(n) is the excitation signal, G the gain factor and cO;(n) the codeword selected from 
the codebook. Substituting Equation 4.28 into Equation 4.27 gives, 
sw(n) v(n) * h(n) + Gca(n) * h(n) + so(n) (4.29) 
where, 
p 
t~(n) = Lak'lso(n k) n = 0, .. . ,N-1 (4.30) 
k=l 
is the zero-input impulse response of the weighting filter. 
Substituting Equation 4.26 into Equation 4.29 yields, 
sw(n) - t, (~/M(n mk )) h(n - i) + Gcn(n) * h(n) + so(n) 
.~1-1 













YeAn) = cQ(n) * h(n) ( 4.32) 
Using Equation 4.31 the error between the original weighted and synthesized weighted 
speech is, 
ew(n) sw(n) - sw(n) 
M-l 




The mean square weighted error is given by, 
n=O 
2 
~ [x(n) - ~ (Ah(n - mk) 1 (4.35) 
To compute pulse heights and positions this mean square error is minimized by equating 
its derivative with respect to pulse heights to zero, i.e., 
i = 0, ... , M - 1 (4.36) 
After reordering this equation can be written as, 
N-l M-l N-l 
I~ x(n)h(n - mi) = L 13k L h(n - mk)h(n - mi) ( 4.37) 
k=O n=O 
If we define, 
N-l 












the autocorrelation of h(n) and, 
N-l 
1jJ(i) = L x(n)h(n - j) (4.39) 
n=O 
the cross-correlation between x(n) and h(n), Equation 4.37 becomes, 
M-l 
L f3k¢(mi, mj) = 1jJ(mJ i = 0, ... ,M-1 (4.40 ) 
k=O 
This equation result:, in M equations with 2M unknowns. From this equation a set of 
pulse heights {f3d and positions {mi} which minimize Equation 4.35 are computed and 
are used as heights and positions of the generated excitation pulse sequence. 
Calculating the optimum solution (i.e. the most mathematically accurate values of {f3d 
and {md which minimize Equation 4.35 without any assumptions) to Equation 4.40 is 
computationally exp .. ~nsive; for this reason, algorithms for sub-optimal solutions (less ac-
curate values of {13k} and {mi} to minimize Equation 4.35 which are effective and make 
mathematically corn~ct assumptions) to the equation have been developed. These algo-
rithms are the ones that define and differentiate one AbS coding scheme from another. 
Some of the well-known of these algorithms are the Codebook Excited Linear Prediction 
(CELP) algorithm [55], Multi Pulse Excited (;\IIPE) algorithm [56], and the Regular Pulse 
Excited (RPE) algoLthm [51, 52]. The GSM codec employs the RPE-LTP algorithm which 
is the RPE algorithm with a long term predictor. This algorithm is discussed in the next 
section. 
4.8 The RPE Algorithm 
The duty of an excitation generator, given a weighted error signal, is to produce a certain 
number of pulses Wilh certain heights at certain positions, i.e., solve Equation 4.40. The 
RPE approach predefines positions of pulses regularly spaced hence the term Regular Pulse 
Excitation. Since pulse positions are pre-defined the RPE algorithm concentrates mainly 
on pulse heights. Pulse positions are determine by, 











where k is the position of the first pulse, D the distance between any two pulses on the pulse 
train and M the number of pulses determined by the integer devision of the LPC frame 
length N by D. Once these positions have been thus determined the RPE algorithm has 
to solve the heights of the pulses in these pre-determined positions. The RPE algorithm is 
very computation intensive. It involves solving Equation 4.40 for every possible excitation 
sequence {,Bt)}. Possible excitation sequences are determined by the initial phase, k. 
This means Equation 4.40 is solved D times, each time for a different value of k. For every 
one of these sequenc,~s the mean square error of Equation 4.35 is solved and whichever 
sequence minimizes i1 is chosen as the excitation sequence for the frame. In total the RPE 
algorithm requires solving M equations for 2M unknowns D times [20]. 
There is a simplified version of the algorithm which is less computation intensive. This 
simplification comes from using the autocorrelation formulation [57, 58] which reduces 
the matrix of Equati<)n 4.40 into a Toeplitz matrix which can be solved efficiently using 
the Levinson-Durbin recursion. The matrix also becomes independent of the initial pulse 
position which implies that the matrix is inverted only once in an LPC frame rather than 
D times in the frame. The total number of operations required to solve Equation 4.40 is 
reduced to M(N - DI/2. Even further simplification is achieved by eliminating the matrix 
inversion. Details of 1 his simplification can be found in [20]. 
The history of the GS:\1 standard and the use of the RPE-LTP algorithm in the standard 
are briefly discussed in the next section. 
4.9 The use of RPE-LTP Algorithm as a GSM codec 
The history of the GSM standard goes as far back as 1982 when the Nordic Telecom and 
Netherlands PTT prc,posed to the Conference of European Post and Telecommunications 
the development of a digital cellular standard [59]. In 1986 to the beginning of 1987 main 
GS~ radio transmission techniques including the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
and the RPE-LPC speech coding scheme were chosen [60, 59]. The first GS:\1 network 
operator started in 1992 [59]. At the time of writing, there are 793 million GSM users 
globally and 14 millic,n users in South Africa alone [61]. 
The GSM standard was decided upon after having run a number of comparative exper-
iments to determine~he best among different digital systems which were then proposed. 
Speech codecs that W3re tested are the Sub-band Codec with block Adaptive PCM (SBC-











Excited LPC codec with Long Term Predictor (MPE-LTP) and the Regular-Pulse Ex-
cited LPC codec with Long Term Prediction (RPE-LTP) [60]. The speech codecs were 
compared in terms of the speech quality, robustness to channel errors, processing delays 
and computational complexity; the RPE-LTP was found to be the best and was therefore 
chosen. 
4.10 Effects of the RPE-LTP on Recognition Perfor-
mance 
Huerta in [62] proved that the short term residual of the RPE-LTP speech codec produces 
a significant level of quantization distortion which in turn affects GSM speech recogni-
tion performance. This distortion affects different classes of phonemes differently. From 
Huerta's results in experimenting with these different classes of phones it was reported that 
the most severely am:~cted class is made up, mostly, of nasals. The mere reduction in bit 
rate of speech due to speech coding affects recognition performance [5]. Lilly and Paliwal 
in [5] concluded that speech recognition performance tends to degrade with the decrease 
in the bit rate of speech signals. 
4.11 Summary 
In this chapter different speech coding schemes have been discussed with special emphasis 
on the AbS Hybrid codec. Each of the three main components of an AbS codec, namely, 
the synthesis filters, error weighting and minimization criteria and excitation generator 
are discussed. The RPE-LTP excitation generator scheme which is used in the GSM 
standard has been discussed in greater detail. Lastly the effects of the RPE-LTP on speech 
recognition performance are mentioned. In the next chapter the experimental setup and 
procedure followed i1 this work are discussed. The base-line speech recognition system 












Experimental Setup and Base-line 
Results 
Introduction 
In this work, no off-the-shell speech recognition systems were used for experiments. All 
recognition systems were developed using the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit version 3.2 
(HTK v3.2) [63]. HTK is not a ready made speech recognition system but a toolkit made 
up of tools coded in C programming language that one needs to construct a complete 
speech recognition sY3tem. This means one does not have to write programs for a speech 
recognition system from scratch but needs to know how to use these tools properly to 
develop recognition ellgines. The process of developing the recognition systems using HTK 
tools is described in detail in this chapter. 
Even though speech recognition systems differ with tasks for which they are developed 
their development is generally the same. This process of development is experimental in 
nature. It usually starts off with the construction of what is known as a base-line recognizer 
whose performance iE measured in percentage Word Error Rate (% WER) or percentage 
word recognition accuracy it produces on a given task. From this point on, well educated 
experiments are cond'lcted to improve the performance of this baseline recognition system 
until the optimum performance is obtained on the given task (See, for an example, [64,65]). 
This might involve fine-tuning certain parameters of the base-line system. 
The base-line recognition system for this work and the construction thereof are described 











design as the base-line recognition system. Details of the general design for all recognition 
systems are listed in the next section. 
For base-line results, the base-line clean speech recognition system is tested with two types 
of data, namely, clean speech and the real GSM speech. These two results are compared 
and comments about them are made. 
Although the recognition system design implemented in this work is that of the 1993 
HTK tied-state tri-p.clOne system [64], the front-end used is of the CU-HTK (Cambridge 
University HTK group) April 2002 Switchboard System [15]. This front-end was chosen 
because it was used ill a system that was evaluated with real GSM speech just as it is done 
in this work. Constituents of this front-end are listed and discussed in Section 5.2. 
5.1 General Design 
All of the following aspects of recognition systems listed below were applied on each one 
of the systems built. 
• All systems am phone based continuous speech recognition systems. There was a 
total of 49 phones which we used in the construction recognition systems. 
• All systems arE HMM recognition systems. All HMM models for all 49 phones used 
were 5-state, left-to-right non-skipping models with continuous Gaussian mixture 
densities. The number of mixtures on HMMs was kept as one until later stages of 
the building process where they were incremented to reach peak performance. 
• They were all built using medium vocabulary clean speech TIMIT database training 
set [66] either cE it is or a somehow modified version of it. Recognition systems were 
evaluated using the TIMIT core test set [66] either as it is or somehow modified. 
• The TL\UT dktionary [66] was used with its 61 phones set mapped to CMU's 48 
(including silence) phones set listed in [67]. \Vith the addition of the short-pause (sp) 
the number of phones were in total 49. 
• All systems built are tied-state tri-phone systems. Their training procedure is de-
scribed in Secicon 5.3. 
• Even though dtfferent feature extraction methods have been used for different recog-











Feature extraction was performed on 25ms long segments of speech. The Hamming 
window was applied on the short segments of speech. 1st and 2nd order derivatives 
of the static features were computed for all feature extraction methods applied. Pre-
emphasis with a, coefficient of 0.97 was applied. 
• The best langLage model settings were worked out to be 30 and 50 for language 
model (LM) probability weighting and word insertion penalty respectively. These 
language mode settings were used in all the experiments performed. 
The training procedure of these systems is described in detail in Section 5.3. In the next 
section components of the base-line front-end are listed and briefly discussed. 
5.2 Base-line Front-end 
Since speech recognit ion system development is experimental in nature, front-ends usually 
differ from system to system. There is therefore no front-end standard across all systems. 
The chosen front-end for base-line results in this work is the one used by the HTK group in 
the DARPA'02 evaluations [15}. These evaluations involved testing of speech recognition 
systems developed by different leading research groups in speech recognition. Among 
different testing spee·::h data was GSM speech. This is the motivation behind the choice of 
this front-end. This front-end consists of the following: 
• Bandwidth reduced to 125 3800 
• 12 MF-PLP cepstral features + the zeroth cepstral coefficient (CO) and 1st and 2nd 
order derivatives 
• Side-based cepstral mean and variance normalization 
• Vocal tract normalization in both training and testing data 
The MF-PLP feature extraction was first used by the HTK group in their 1996 Broadcast 
News Transcription E;ystem and it was found more robust and consistent under mismatched 
conditions than boH the ?v1FCC and the simple PLP [55}. This proved robustness of the 
:YfF-PLP from previ(.us research was motivation for its use for base-line recognition results 











In [68, 69] it was fould that the loss of information when wide bandwidth clean speech 
is transmitted throu;sh a telephone network is mainly due to the band-limiting nature 
of the telephone network. This proved that the effects of the telephone network could 
be effectively simulated by simply band-limiting wide-bandwidth clean speech. Band-
limiting clean speech was found to increase robustness of clean speech recognition systems 
to telephone speech. In [68] it was even concluded that in some cases band-limited clean 
speech recognition systems produced lower word error rates than telephone speech trained 
recognition systems !~ven when tested with real telephone speech. This is the motivation 
behind the use of band-limiting in the base-line front-end. The advantage of using band-
limiting is also to do with band-stopping any unwanted high and low frequencies. 
Side-based cepstral mean and variance normalization is termed side-based because the 
cepstral mean and variance are computed before the recognition process from a somehow 
clustered subset of d-lta. In our implementation, side-based cepstral means and variances 
were computed per :3peaker for all data types. It is important to note that data were 
not mixed in computing the cepstral mean vector for eMS. For an example, eMS was 
performed per speaker for clean speech and GSM speech separately. In practical cases where 
various instruments ;ue used eMS can be performed for each instrument or environment 
separately. However, this may be impractical in which case other groupings can be defined. 
For example, in the case of telephone speech different phone sets have microphones with 
different characteristics. In such a case it is imposible to do side-based eMS for each 
microphone but data can be clustered in terms of caller and the called party speech signals 
in the conversation. 
Vocal tract length nClrmalization is a simple speaker normalization technique derived from 
the fact that different speakers have different vocal tract lengths. The motivation behind 
VTLN is the fact tha': positions of spectral formant peaks for utterances of a given sound are 
inversely proportional to the vocal-tract length. There are three major factors considered 
when VTLN is implemented and these are, the choice of a warping factor, how to apply 
the warp factor to data and the warp type (i.e. linear, non-linear or piece-wise). In the 
implementation of \'TLN in this work the warp type used is piece-wise defined with a 
warping factor chosen as the one that gave the best performance for all speakers both in 
the training and the clean testing data. The GSM testing data was not included in the 
experimental determination of the VTLN warping factor only the clean testing data was 
used. This effectively left the GSM testing data completely independent of the training 











improvements in robustness to real GSM data. The warp factor is applied on the mel-
filterbank as suggestEd in [70, 71, 72]. 
5.3 '!raining Procedure 
The procedure followed in building recognition systems from scratch is described in this 
section. The recognition system was developed using the same design as that of the HTK 
1993 clean speech recognition system [64]. There are three stages over which a complete 
tied-state recognition system is built and these are: 
• Data preparation 
• Creating ~fono-phone HMMs 
• Creating tied-state Tri-phone HMMs 
Each of these three stages is made up of a number of sub-stages. These stages together 
with their sub-stages are discussed in the following Sub-sections. 
5.3.1 Data Pn~paration 
Data preparation involves creating the dictionary, language bigram model, recognition 
network and coding the training data. 
The dictionary used is the TIMIT database dictionary [66]. As is, it is not compatible 
with HTK tools. The format of the database was altered to an HTK compatible format. 
Also, its 61 phones set was reduced to the 48 phones CMU set by deleting all glottal stops 
and replacing all closures preceding voiced stops and unvoiced stops by generic voiced 
and unvoiced closun~s respectively. Phone label files for each speech file were changed 
appropriately to reflect the new phone set. The dictionary transcriptions were also changed 
to the new phone set. 
In task specific recognition systems, a task grammar is usually defined and used to construct 
a recognition network. This makes the recognition system much more accurate. Recog-
nition systems built in this work are not task specific and therefore no definite grammar 
exists. The grammar is therefore statistically defined from the list of an words available in 











The recognition network is constructed as a word loop such that all words are in parallel 
with one another. This arrangement of the recognition network ensures that every word in 
the vocabulary can be followed by every other word in the same vocabulary. To improve 
performance, the bigram model is used to attach transition probabilities on every sequence 
of words. This meam that the probability of one word being followed by another is not 
the same as every other two word sequence but is determined statistically from the bigram 
model. The recognition word network is mapped into a model network using word tran-
scriptions in the dicti,)nary. The model network is in turn mapped into a state network by 
joining HMM models together. This means a complete recognition network is viewed at 
three levels, the word level, the model level and the state level. During recognition, which 
takes place at the state level of the network, a sequence of phones is produced which is 
mapped into words using dictionary word transcriptions. These words are then mapped 
into sentences (sequellces of words) using the bigram language model. This means the sys-
tems perform phoneme recognition and not isolated word recognition. Phone recognizers 
are more effective for I~ontinuous speech recognition systems than isolated word recognition 
systems. 
The coding of speed data involves parameterization of speech files according to signal 
processing specifications in the front-end of the system. 
5.3.2 Creating Mono-phone HMMs 
In both the construc;;ions of the mono-phone system and of the tied-state system, a 3-
state left-to-right single-Gaussian mixture HMM was defined for each of the 48 eMU 
lexicon monophones [671. Most of these HMMs are without skips. This has proved to be 
a good HMM topology for phone-based recognition systems [191. In essence these HMMs 
are a-state models, however, the entry and the exit states are non-emitting. These two 
non-emitting states are used to join models at the model level of the recognition network. 
All models were initi,Jized by repeatedly applying the Viterbi algorithm to find the most 
likely state sequence corresponding to each training utterance in the training data and 
updating the HMM parameters. In the process of the Viterbi algorithm the log probability 
of the training data lS computed and the algorithm is applied repeatedly until the log 
probability cannot be improved anymore (termination condition). After initializing, model 
parameters are re-est lmated using the Baum-Welch algorithm. Once these monophones 











Systems built and te3ted in this work are tied-state tri-phone systems. This means the 
monophones system had to be developed further into a tied-state tri-phone system. 
5.3.3 Creating Tied-state Tri-phone HMMs 
Tying of HMMs meallS making two or more share certain parameters pertaining to HMMs. 
Some of these parameters are transition matrices, state mixtures, mean vectors, and others. 
A well educated statl~ tying improves the robustness of parameter estimation during the 
HMM training proceE,s [19]. In recognition systems built for this work, HMMs are tied by 
allowing phones that fall in the same phonetic group to share parameters, for example, 
nasals are tied with other nasals. Tied-state HMMs are built by first creating tri-phone 
HMMs from mono-phone HMMs. This process starts by generating a list of tri-phones 
using a given list of IIlonophones and phone level transcriptions of training utterances. For 
everyone of the tri-phones in this list of tri-phones a tri-phone HMM is cloned from mono-
phone HMMs. TheSE tri-phone models are then tied. There were two tyings performed: 
one was that of transition matrices of all tri-phones that had the same middle phone and 
the second one was ttat of tri-phones that belonged to the same phonetic sets (e.g. Nasals, 
Glides etc). In this case all these triphones will share all the information that pertain to an 
HMM model (e.g. vajances and means). The second tying is done so that tied tri-phones 
may share data thereby making more robust parameter estimates. 
For all the systems built the number of mixtures per HMM model state were progressively 
incremented up to 9 h order to determine the number of mixtures where peak performance 
occurred. 
5.4 GSM Files Recording 
Due to unavailabilit:l of a comprehensive medium vocabulary database of GSM data, 
recordings of GSM speech files were made over the Vodacom network for testing. Vo-
dacom is a South African GSM network company. In recording, two Mobile Stations 
(cellular phones) were used, one connected at the transmitting end and the other at the 
receiving end (See Figure 5.1). The one at the transmitting end was used to transmit 
speech signals from the TIMIT database core test set [66] over the GSM network to the 
receiving end. The receiving end received signals from the network and recorded them. 














Figure 5.1: GSM files recording setup. 
network for synchron:v purposes. 
These files were recorded at 16kHz. For the purpose of experimentation they were down-
sampled to 8kHz. All experiments, both in testing and training, were performed with 8kHz 
sampled speech files. 
5.5 Statistical Significance 
In experimental design of speech recognition systems where the performance of one design 
is compared to the Derformance of another, there is a need to attach some statistical 
significance to any inferences that may be drawn about the performance of one design 
over the other. It is not convincing to conclude that one design is better than another 
on the basis of WEft they produce. This is because such conclusions do not take into 
account uIlcertainties that are there in such experimentations. The matched pairs test 
as applied to speech recognition was suggested by Gillick and Cox [73] for testing the 
statistical significance of any differences in performance between two designs. Of the two 
presented in the pap!;r [73J (the other one is the "\1cNemar's test), the matched pairs test 
is the most suitable ror continuous speech recognition experiments. This method is best 
used in experiments whose output can be divided into segments. Errors in one segment are 
supposed to be independent of errors in another segment. In continuous speech recognition 
output these segmen1 s are utterances in a test set. The following is the description of the 











Let N~ be the number of errors made by design or algorithm A when used to recognize 
utterance number i in the test set and N1 the number of errors made by design B in 
recognizing utterance i. Let Zi N~ - N1 for i 1,2,3, ... ,n be the difference between 
the numbers of erron; made by design A and B on utterance i where n is the number of 
utterances in the test set. Zi can be assume to have a normal distribution. Let /-lz be 
the average difference between errors made by algorithms A and B. By implication the 
estimate of P'z is, 
(5.1 ) 
The estimate of the yariance of Zi is given by, 
(5.2) 
Then the test statistic is defined as, 
w (5.3) 
If n is large enough (> 50), W will approximately have a Normal distribution with a unit 
variance. 
The aim of the test is to prove or disprove the hypothesis that the performances of two 
compared recognition systems are the same. This hypothesis is equivalent to saying there 
is no difference in errors produced by design A and those produced by design B i.e. that 
Zi = N~ - N1 O. This equation implies that J.Lz = O. vVe therefore define the null 
Hypothesis as Ho : pz = O. This means that the distribution of W also has zero mean. 
Now to test the Ho hypothesis we compute z(l - (a/2)), where a is a chosen significance 
level. Typical values for the significance level are 0.1,0.05,0.01 or 0.001. z{1-(a/2)) means 
J~oo g(x)dx 1- (a/2) where g(x) is a Normal distribution function. This is a one-tailed 
test. vVe do not reject the null hypothesis with a confidence of (1 a) if W ~ z(l- (a/2)). 
We infer that one algorithm or design performs better than the other if W > z(l - (a/2)). 
For the significance level a = 0.001 (99.9% confidence) z(l - (a/2)) = 3.091, for a = 0.01 
(99% confidence) z(l- (a/2)) 2.327, for a = 0.05 (95% confidence) z(l (a/2)) = 1.645 
and for et 0.1 (90% confidence) z(l (et/2)) = 1.282. 











notable improvement brought about by the investigated filter can be accepted. 
5.6 Base-line Results and Discussions 
Performance of systems in this work are evaluated in % WER (word error rates) defined 
as, 
( 5.4) 
where D stands for the number of word deletion errors made by the system, I the number 
of insertion errors, S the number of substitution errors and N the total number of words 
in the test set used. 
Base-line results, obtained when the base-line system was tested with clean speech and 
GSM speech with different numbers of mixture densities per HMM state (1- 9), are depicted 
in Figure 5.2. The degradation of in performance of systems on GSM speech is clearly 
depicted in the gap between the clean speech and the GSM speech curves. The best 
performance of the system on clean speech occurred at 4 mixtures where the WER was 
7.2%. At the same number of mixtures the best performance of the system given GSM 
speech test set is 33.97%. Any improvements brought about by the pre-filtering method 
under investigation in this work is evaluated against this WER (33.97%). 
5.7 Summary 
In this chapter the design of the base-line system together with the procedure used in 
building it have been described. This procedure is followed in building all the other sys-
tems built for experi mentation in this work. In the next chapter channel normalization 
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Channel Normalization: Theory and 
Experiments 
Introduction 
In this chapter, various techniques used for channel compensation are briefly discussed and 
results of experimentf; performed with some of them are given (specifically RASTA filtering 
and CMS). These were tested for their effectiveness in compensating for channel effects in 
real GSM speech. Results of these tests are listed, discussed and compared. The HTK [63J 
implementation of C \;fS was used and the RASTA filter implementation was by Hynek 
Hermansky [74]. 
6.1 Channel Normalization 
Voice channels tend to exhibit properties of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) filter acting 
on a speech signal as it propagates through the channel. This filter-like operation of the 
channel distorts speech signals transmitted through the channel. There are also noises that 
are additive to the tIansmitted speech associated with the channel. This means that the 
effects of voice communication channel noise on speech signals are either convolutional, 
additive or both conyolutional and additive in nature. In the form of an equation a voice 
channel affected spee~h signal is often expressed as, 











where * is convolution, h(t) is the channel transfer function, s(t) is the transmitted speech 
signal and n(t) the caannel additive noise. Most of current channel normalization tech-
niques deal with eith·~r the channel transfer fUIlction distortions or additive noise. Some 
techniques are design'3d to deal with both effects of the voice channel. 
The aim of channel normalization is to eliminate or compensate for channel effects on 
speech in order to improve recognition performance of speech affected by a voice channel. 
There are three pointf. ill the recognition process at which channel normalization is normally 
performed, namely, Vior to feature extraction, after feature extraction and during pattern 
recognition. There ace generally three classes of channel normalization techniques, filter 
based (or pre-proces~;ors), feature modification and model modification techniques 175]. 
Filter based techniqU!~s often operate on the signal prior to feature extraction in an attempt 
to condition a channel speech signal somehow to reduce channel effects on it. Feature 
modification techniques seek to transform extracted features such that the effects of the 
channel are eliminated. Model modification techniques manipulate parameters of acoustic 
models so as to reduce channel effects on speech recognition. 
Two well-known channel normalization techniques, RelAtive SpecTrAl filtering [17] and 
Cepstral Mean Subtraction (GMS) [16], were experimented with. Both these methods are 
feature modification techniques. These methods were chosen due to their popularity and 
their well-known effediveness in speech recognition. Each of the two techniques is briefly 
explained in the following sections. 
6.2 Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) 
The Fourier spectrum of Equation 6.1 is expressed as, 
Y(f) = S(f)H(f) + N(f) (6.2) 
The log of the term 8(f)H(f) becomes, 
In(S(f)H(f)) = In S(f) + In H(f) (6.3) 
From Equation 6.3 ii is noted that the channel transfer function which is convolutional in 
the time domain is additive in the log spectral domain. 











recognition is the computation of cepstral coefficients. Also mentioned in Chapter 2 is 
the fact that the cepserum, from which cepstral coefficients are computed, is computed by 
taking the log of spectral magnitudes and computing the inverse Fourier transform of the 
log spectrum (i.e. Eq1lations 6.3 and ??). This means in the cepstral domain features, as in 
Equation ??, the channel transfer function is additive and can therefore be subtracted from 
cepstral features. In eMS, the cepstral features relating to the channel transfer function is 
estimated as the mearl vector of cepstral vectors coefficients. To normalize the channel, this 
estimate (mean) vector is subtracted, hence the name Cepstral "\1ean Subtraction. For a 
better estimate of the cepstrum of the transfer function as a mean, a lot of data is required 
from which to compute it. In this work the estimate is obtained from speaker clusters 
(i.e. there is one sppcific cepstral mean vector for all the utterances of each speaker). 
C~S is very simple t(I implemented and is well-known to be effective. Virtually all speech 
recognition applications use one form of it or another. The only one weakness of CMS is 
that it does not deal with additive noise, it only addresses convolutional noise as may be 
seen in the above equation-based analysis. 
The baseline system of this work implements the speaker cluster CMS (See Section 5.2). 
In the next section R\.STA filtering is discussed. 
6.3 RASTA 
Speech is produced by movements of the vocal tract at different changing rates. These 
movements and their rates of change are reflected in speech components (linguistic com-
ponents) of recorded speech signals. Non-speech components of such signals often have 
rates of change that lie outside the range of linguistic components [17]. RASTA processing 
takes advantage of thf'se differences. It aims to suppress spectral components of a recorded 
speech signal that change more slowly or quickly than the normal rate of linguistic compo-
nents [17J. RASTA processing was developed as an extension of the PLP feature extraction 
method, 
Frequency characteriE tics of communication channels are often fixed or slowly varying. 
If feature extraction methods used for representation of speech can be robust to these 
frequencies then the effects of the channel will have been normalized successfully. This is 
the motivation behind RASTA processing. It is based on the principles applied in the case 
of the PLP feature extraction method. The power spectrum of a given frame of speech 











in the PLP case [2]. This auditory spectrum is transformed by using some form of a 
compression function. The log of the resulting transform is put through a RASTA filter. 
The output of the RASTA filter is decompressed using an inverse of the compression 
function applied on the auditory spectrum. From the resulting spectrum linear prediction 
(LP) model coefficients are computed; these are extracted features. From these steps of 
RASTA processing it is clear that it is the same as the PLP feature extraction except that 
RASTA processing applies a RASTA filter whereas the the PLP operation doesn't. The 
transfer function of the RASTA filter used is, 
H( ) 
42 + Z-l - .. z-3 - 2z-4 
z =O.lz --.-
1 O.94z- l 
(6.4) 
There are two forms of RASTA processing. They differ from each other with regard to 
the compression and decompression functions they use. The standard one uses simple 
logs (log-RASTA) whereas the other one uses Lin-logs (Lin-log-RASTA). The compression 
function used in Lin-log-RASTA case is defined as, 
yc=ln(l + Jx) (6.5) 
The factor J is a pos,tive constant that depends on the SNR of a given signal. This is the 
reason Lin-log RASTA processing is also known as J-RASTA processing. The inverse of 
6.5 which is meant to be used for decompression is, 




However, this decompression function can result with negative values. For this reason a 





The J-RASTA is claimed to address both the channel distortion and additive noise. Both 
the C:\1S and RASTA techniques were tested on a real GSM speech recognition task. In 
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Figure 6.1: Results of systems with MFCC, PLP and MF-PLP feature extraction methods 
tested without any cll annel normalization. 
6.4 Results and Discussions 
C'\1S was applied on I-JI three tested feature extraction methods, the PLP, MFCC and '\1F-
PLP. RASTA is applied on the PLP only since it was designed and developed to work with 
the PLP feature extraction method 117]. The front-ends including the '\1F-PLP and the 
'\1FCC are exactly the same as the base-line front-end outlined in Section 5.2 except that 
they have no channel normalization, in this case CMS. The PLP front-end is also the same 
as the base-line front·end except that it does not have VTLN and channel normalization 
and is made up of 8 PLP features plus the energy term. 
The results of these tests are divided into three subsections, namely, results without any 
channel normalization, results with the RASTA channel normalization and results with 
C.\t1S channel normalization. 
6.4.1 No Channel Normalization 
Figure 6.1 depicts resllits obtained from the three feature extraction methods tested with-
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Figure 6.2: Recognition performance for both log-RASTA and J-RASTA channel normal-
ization compared with PLP. 
tures, the PLP's is 41.68% at 2 mixtures and the MF-PLP 46.53% at 3 mixtures. These 
results show that the PLP is more robust to GSM speech than the MFCC and MF-PLP 
which is in line with results obtained in previous research work [76, 77]. 
6.4.2 RASTA 
In this subsection re~;ults of the RASTA channel normalization techniques are presented. 
For the J-RASTA it was found in the results published in [78] that the value of J = 10-6 
gives the best results. It is this value that was used to obtain the J-RASTA results. 
Figure 6.2 depicts tIle results of both the J-RASTA and the normal log-RASTA. From 
these results it is evident that both versions of RASTA filtering improve robustness of 
recognition systems to GSM speech. log-RASTA produced the lowest WER rate of 42.38% 
at 6 mixtures. This is 5% decrease in WER compared to the lowest produced by the simple 
PLP which is 44.68<J; at 2 mixtures. J-RASTA produced the lowest vVER of 36.5% at 4 
mixtures. This is 18% reduction in vVER compared to the lowest produced by the PLP. 
These results prove ~he superiority of J-RASTA over the simple log-RASTA which is in 
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Figure 6.3: Recognition performance with CMS applied on MFCC, PLP and MF-PLP 
feature extraction methods. 
6.4.3 eMS 
For these experiment;; and all others that involve CMS the cepstral mean was calculated 
per speaker, i.e. the (epstral mean vectors for each speaker utterance were computed from 
all the utterances spc,ken by that speaker. 
Figure 6.3 shows reccgnition results obtained when CMS was applied on the MFCC, PLP 
and MF-PLP feature extraction methods. The MFCC produced the lowest WER rate of 
36.78% at 2 mixtures, PLP's lowest is 32.5% at 9 mixtures and MF-PLP's is 33.97% at 4 
mixtures. 
From the results oubined above the dominance and the effectiveness of CMS is evident. 
The lowest WER rate produced by RASTA filtering is 36.5% compared to 32.5 of CMS 
(The two can only be compared on PLP results since RASTA is applied on PLP only). This 
is an 11 % difference. It is this effectiveness over other channel normalization techniques 
and its simplicity thE,t has causes CMS to be the current channel normalization of choice 
in speech recognition, 
These results also show that the C~1S applied on the PLP produced the best overall results. 











[30,65], the MF-PLP was found to be more consistent whereas PLP results were somewhat 
mixed and consequently could not be relied upon. This is the reason the MF-PLP was 
preferred over normal PLP for that system and other systems [14, 15, 31, 32, 33l. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, conc(~pts of channel normalization have been mentioned and briefly dis-
cussed. Theories of eMS and RASTA processing were discussed in detail. Experiments 
were conducted with the RASTA and CMS channel normalization techniques to determine 
if they brought about any significant improvements on GS~I speech recognition perfor-
mance and also to compare their performances. Results obtained from these experiments, 
as outlined in this chapter, proved that the two tested channel normalization techniques do 
improve GS~1 speech recognition performance. By comparison CMS proved the better of 
the two in all tested front-ends. As a hyproduct of this comparison, the MF -PLP, PLP and 
MFCC were compared. Although normal PLP produced better results previous research 
that led to the development of MF-PLP claim it is inconsistent [30, 65]. These results 
qualify the chosen beBe-line front-end. In the next section the pre-filter implemented in 
combination with Ci\!S intended to further improve the GSM speech recognition perfor-
mance of the base-liLe system is discussed and results of experiments conducted with it 












Variable ~lilter:Theory, Experiments 
and Results 
Introduction 
The variable filter proposed in this work to improve robustness of recognition systems to 
GSyI speech is widely used a..'3 a speech enhancement post-filter in low-bit speech coding 
communications networks. Its success in telecommunications is clearly seen in the fact 
that different variations of it have been incorporated into several national and interna-
tional speech coding :.;tandards [79J. Among these standards are the U.S. Federal Standard 
4.8kbps CELP (FSIOI6) [80], North American digital radio standard 8kbps VSELP (IS-54) 
[81], the Japanese digital cellular radio standard 6.7 kbps VSELP (JDC) and the CCITT 
standard 16kbps low-delay CELP [82, 83]. The filter is used to improve perceptual quality 
of coded speech by reducing perceived noise introduced by low-bit speech codecs. In this 
work, it is used for the same purpose on GSM speech. 
This chapter begins with a brief motivation for the experiments conducted with the variable 
filter. The motivation is followed by a discussion of the theory of auditory masking which 
served as a philosopby behind the development of the filter. This is followed by a detailed 
discussion of the filter and its different stages. Lastly, experiments conducted with this 











7.1 Motivation for Experiments 
In the GSM standard )10 post-filtering is used because the perceptual quality of GSM speech 
is considered good enough without employing a speech enhancement post-filter. However, 
good perceptual quality does not mean good quality speech for speech recognition systems. 
It is for this reason bat in this work, the variable filter which is used as a post-filter in 
telecommunications is used as a pre-filter to speech recognition systems. This is an attempt 
to improve the qualLy of GSM speech thereby improving the recognition thereof. Its 
function is to reduce GS:YI speech coding noise prior to recognition. For these experiments 
the filter and all its s1 ages were coded from scratch in C programming language. 
7.2 Theory of Auditory Masking 
Given a sinusoidal wave with a certain frequency and intensity, there exists in a normal hu-
man hearing system a masking threshold function such that if noise, whose power spectrum 
is below that of this masking threshold function, is added to the sinusoid the noise will be 
inaudible (masked) [St]. A short segment of a speech signal can be regarded as many sinu-
soid at different frequencies superimposed. For each one of these sinusoids there is a noise 
masking threshold function in a normal hearing system. These noise masking threshold 
functions are assumed to be also superimposed to result in a noise masking threshold for 
the segment of speech as a whole [79]. This implies that any noise with a power spectrum 
below the power spectrum of the overall noise masking threshold at all frequencies will be 
completely inaudible co the listener listening to the segment of speech. This overall noise 
masking threshold foEows to an extent spectral peaks and valleys of, not only the envelope 
of the speech signal segment spectrum, but also the pitch harmonic peaks for voiced speech 
[79]. 
Therefore, to reduce speech coding noise a speech coder must push the noise spectrum 
below the spectrum ,)f the noise masking threshold function spectrum. This must be 
done at all frequency components over the time span of the speech segment as the speech 
spectrum changes. If this is achieved, speech coding noise will be completely inaudible to 
the human ear. However, in practice this is difficult to achieve. Suppressing certain noise 
frequencies tends to amplify other noise frequency components [54]. In speech perception, 
formant regions of speech are more important than non-formant regions. To take advantage 











regions for formant regions. This can be done by attenuating noise in formant regions 
so that it is in thesE regions below the noise masking function threshold. Doing this 
results in amplification of noise components in non-formant regions which may exceed the 
masking threshold. However, this noise in these regions can be attenuated using post-
filtering techniques. This is the strategy employed by the variable filter the use of which 
is proposed in this w(Irk. In the following Section this variable filter is discussed in detail. 
7.3 The Variable Filter 
There are two filtering stages in the filter, the short prediction and the long term prediction 
stages. The short term prediction (STP) attenuates noise in formant regions and in the 
process amplifies it ill inter-formant regions. The long-term predictor (LTP) attenuates 
noise components in inter-formant regions. The short term and long term prediction filters 
can be used as two independent filters but they are often used in tandem. In such a set-up, 
the LTP is used to redress the negative effects of the STP by attenuating noise components 
in inter-format regions where the STP amplifies them. Due to their independence in 
operation the two filters are discussed separately in subsections below. 
7.3.1 Short Term Predictor 
The transfer function of the STP filter is defined as, 
F(z) = A(z/j3) 
A(z/a) 
1 - l:~=l akj3kz-k 
1 - l:~=l akak z-k 
(7.1) 
where A(z) = 1 - I:~=l akz-k (an LPG analysis filter), a 2: 0 and 13 :::; 1. The choice of 
parameters a and 13 depends on the speech coding scheme for which the filter is used and 
the bit rate of that speech codec [85]. In this work the LPG order p was set to 10. The 
frame size over which the LPG coefficients, ak, are computed was set to 200. Throughout 
the rest of this document, the term variable filter refers to the STP filter in the form of 
Equation 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Spectra of l/A(z) and A(z)/A(z/o:) for 0: = 0.9, a = 0.8 and 0: = 0.7. 
With such values, thp filter is exactly the same as the error weighting filter of Equation 
4.24 [54] used in the GSM speech codec and other analysis-by-synthesis speech codecs. 
Throughout the rest of this document the term error weighting filter refers to the STP 
filter in the form of Equation 7.2. In the GSM codec the filter is used to shape (weight) the 
flat noise spectrum in such a way that noise components in formant regions of the speech 
spectrum are attenuated. The noise in consideration at this point is quantization noise. 
Even in its applicaticn in post-filtering it attenuates the speech coding noise in formant 
regions with the negative result of amplifying it in inter-formant regions. It is important 
to note that this attel,uation results in attenuation of speech spectral peaks (formants) too 
which is undesirable but cannot be avoided. 
Figure 7.1 shows the LPC spectrum for a voiced segment of speech and the spectra of 
the the error weighting filter for different values of 0:. These spectra show the desired 
attenuation in forma]t regions and amplification in non-formant regions. Experiments 
were conducted with the error weighting filter independently to determine the effects of 
attenuating GSM noise in formant regions on the robustness of recognition systems to GSM 
speech. Results of thE'se experiments are given in Section 7.4. 
Figure 7.2 shows the LPC spectrum for a voiced segment of speech together with the 
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Figure 7.2: Spectra of l/A(z), l/A(z/0.8) and A(z/O.5)/A(z/O.8). 
j3 0 (which is the weighted synthesis filter) the filter shows a low-pass spectral tilt. In 
low-bit speech coding communications, this is a problem since the weighted synthesis filter 
applied on coded speech will emphasize lower frequencies and attenuate higher frequencies 
leading to a poorer perceptual quality even though perceived noise is reduced. To ease 
this spectral tilt the values of 1 > f3 > 0 are used. The spectrum of the post-filter for 
values a 0.8 and f; 0.5 on Figure 7.2 shows this eased spectral tilt compared to that 
of the weighted synthesis filter. Experiments with this form of the variable filter have been 
performed to determine the effects of the eased spectral tilt on the robustness of recognition 
systems to GSM speech. To further remove the spectral tilt, the filter is often implemented 
in this form, 
F(z) (1- _l)A(z/f3) J.lz A(z/a) (7.3) 
where J.l < l. In this form, the variable filter is sometimes referred to as the modified 
variable filter. This term is adopted and used in the rest of this document. Note that 
the term (1 - J.lZ-l) is a high-pass filter used as a pre-emphasis filter in many speech 
recognition systems' front-ends (See Section 2.3). As in the case of pre-emphasis this 
filter in the modified variable filter emphasizes formants which are at high frequencies. 
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Figure 7.3: ImplemeIltation of the variable filter with both the short-term and the long-
term filters. 
mentioned in Section 7.4. 
7.3.2 Long Term Predictor 
As mentioned, the long predictor aims to to attenuate noise frequency components between 
pitch harmonic peaks, which effectively suppresses noise in inter-formant regions [79]. A 
one-tap long term or pitch predictor defined as 1-gz-P has a corresponding pitch synthesis 
filter defined as 1/(1 - gz-P) where 9 is the filter gain and p the pitch period in terms of 
the number of samples. vVhen 9 is positive, the poles of the pitch synthesis filter are 
at phase angles 0, 21f/p, 41f /p . .. , (p - 1)1f /p which correspond to frequencies of the pitch 
harmonics. To achiev'~ desired spectral peaks at pitch frequencies at these phase angles the 
pitch synthesis filter can be defined as 1/(1 - AZ-P) where A is a suitably chosen constant. 
Zeros may also be added to the pitch synthesis filter to gain more flexibility and control 
of its frequency response. To keep spectral peaks at the correct frequencies the zeros must 
be placed at phase hngles corresponding to valleys between pitch harmonics which are 
1f /p, 31f /p, ... , (2p 1)1f /p. The polynomial (1 + ,z-P) has zeros at these phase angles. 
Using these two polynomials the long-term filter is defined as, 
(7.4) 
where G1 is the filter gain. The choice of variables, and A depend on the speech coding 


















and x is the gain (or Eum of the gains) of the LTP filter in the analysis block. It is used in 
this case as a voiced/unvoiced speech indicator. U is a threshold set to determine which 
segments of speech an~ voiced and which are unvoiced. Cz and Cp are factors which control 
positions of the zeros and the poles of the filter respectively. 
The filter gain, Gl , is calculated as, 
1 AX 
1 +Ax 
The detailed derivaticiIl of this gain is given in [79]. 
(7.7) 
Since the advent of this post-filter many variations of it have been suggested and used 
in many different speech coding schemes. Since there is no prior knowledge of the most 
suitable implement at on of this filter, different variations of it were experimented with. 
This long term filter was not tested alone, it was tested in tandem with the short term 
predictor. Figure 7.3 depicts this implementation arrangement of the short-term and long-
term predictor filters. 
7.4 Results and Discussions 
In this section, result, of experiments conducted with the variable filter are outlined and 
discussed. First the n~sults of the short term prediction filtering are presented followed by 
those of the combination of the short term prediction filtering and long term filtering. 
Three forms of the filter were considered each characterized by the values assigned to its 
variable parameters. These are the error weighting filter suggested by [54] (Equation 7.2, 
(3 1 and a varied~, the variable filter (Equation 7.1, a fixed and (3 varied) and the 
modified variable filter (Equation 7.3, a and (3 fixed and J.t varied). Results of each of these 
are listed and discussed separately in the sub-sections following. Since the best settings for 
these parameters dep,~nd 011 the bit rate of the speech signals on which the filter is applied 
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Figure 7.4: Performance of the system with the error weighting filter for different values 
of Q compared to that of the base-line system on GSM speech. 
rate is 13kbps. 
Different variations of the combination of the STP and LTP filtering were also tried. Vari-
ations came in the values assigned to variable parameters of the filters. 
7.4.1 Error Weighting Filter 
As mentioned in subsection 7.3.1, the error weighting filter is the same as the variable filter 
with f3 = 1 and Q < 1. In [85], Q 0.8 was found to give the best speech enhancement 
results. This value was chosen as the initial value when the error weighting filter was 
applied. Other value., in the vicinity of this value were also tested to see if they would 
bring about better performance. The value for Q that was found to produce the best 
recognition results for GSM speech was 0.8. 
Performance results of applying the error weighting filter as a pre-filter are shown on Figure 
7.4. It be seen on the figure that the error weighting filter brought about an improvement 
in the recognition rate of GSM speech compared to that of the base-line system. At 4 
mixtures the error weighting filter system matched the base-line system with a %WER of 












At mixture numbers ~',8 and 9 the error weighting filter system produced word error rates 
lower that the best produced by the base-line system. The best % "VER produced by this 
system was 32.76 at 8 mixtures. This spells out a 4% drop in the error rate produced by the 
base-line system. Using the matched pairs test this gave 76.48% percent confidence that 
the improvement was brought about by the error weighting filter. These improvements are 
attributed to the noise masking ability of this filter for which it was considered in the first 
place. 
One undesirable factc·r about these results is that the error weighting filter produces peak 
performance which is higher than that of the base-line system at 8 mixtures. The more 
mixtures there are per HMM state the more computation power is required during recog-
nition. The discussioll of the operation of the filter in Section 7.3 indicates that the filter 
achieves reduction of noise levels by attenuation of formant regions of a speech signal. 
Though this is undesirable it cannot be avoided, yet it has to be done moderately. LPC 
based features, such as the MF-PLP as used in this case, are computed based on formant 
information contained in speech signals. In cases where formants are not clearly detectable 
these features tend are less accurate. In an HMM speech recognition system more mix-
tures will then be required in order to detect the formants. Since, the error weighting 
filter attenuates formants it makes more HMM mixtures necessary for a higher recognition 
accuracy. This explains why the accuracy of the tested system is much better given filtered 
speech than unfiltered at high mixture numbers. 
7.4.2 Variable Filter 
Results of applying the variable filter in its complete form, as depicted in Figure 7.5, 
showed that the /3 value (with a fixed at 0.8) that produces the best results is 0.4. At this 
value the system shows a steady decrease in the % WER with the increase in the number 
of mixtures. The sy3tem's performance is lower than that of the base-line system at 4 
mixtures where the case-line system produced the best performance (i.e 33.97%). Beyond 
4 mixtures the system produced error rates even lower than that of the base-line system. 
The best of these is :n.93% at 7 mixtures. This is a 6% reduction of the VvER produced 
by the base-line system. Using the matched pairs test this gave a confidence of 87.1% in 
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Figure 7.5: Variable nlter results for a 
base-line performance. 
0.8 and different values of j3 compared to the 
These results also show that the application of this filter brings about further improvements 
to those brought about by the error weighting filter. For all mixtures its error rate is 
below that of the error weighting filter except at 4 mixtures. This improvement over the 
error weighting filter system is attributed to the fact that the spectral shape of the error 
weighting filter is tilted to the right so that it emphasizes low frequencies more than high 
frequencies, acting like a low-pass filter. Values of j3 less than 1 on the filter ease the tilt, 
bringing about further enhancement in speech quality and hence higher robustness of the 
clean speech recognition system to GSM speech. 
Just as it is the case with the error weighting filter, more mixtures are required to produce 
peak performance. TUs also is due to attenuation of formants that is imposed by the filter. 
7.4.3 Modified Variable Filter 
The modified variable filter was tested with different values of /1. As shown in Figure 7.6, at 
all tested values of /1, the filter showed no further improvement to the overall performance 
of the variable filter. The best performance achieved with this filter is with /1 0.5. At 
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Figure 7.6: Modified variable filter results for Qt = 0.8, fJ = 0.4 and different values of fL 
compared to the base-line system performance. 
The modified filter i~, employed to ease the spectral tilt of the variable filter and this it 
achieves by emphasizing higher frequencies. This means formants in high frequencies are 
emphasized. HoweveI, noise components at high frequencies are also emphasized. It is this 
emphasis of high freq'lency noise components of speech that lead to filter failing to produce 
a WER lower than that of the variable filter. However, these results could be improved if 
the noise in inter-formant regions could be suppressed. 
Figure 7.7 shows the best results produced by each of all the three forms of the STP 
prediction filter (erro r weighting, variable and modified variable filters) compared with one 
another and against the base-line results. It is clear from the figure that the variable filter 
with Qt = 0.8 and fJ =: 0.4 produced the lowest WER. It can also be seen on the figure that 
the modified variablE· filter produces rates that are lower than those of the variable filter 
and of the error weighting filter at mixtures 1 to 3. This is due to the emphasis that the 
modified filter applies on formants at high frequencies. This emphasis causes formants to 
be detected by recognition systems even with few mixture densities. This means that if 
noise components in inter-formant regions and in high frequencies can be suppressed when 
the modified variabh~ filter is applied then high recognition performance can be achieved 
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Figure 7.7: Best results obtained from each filter compared with base-line results. 
In the following subs'~ction, results of the combination of the STP and LTP filters are 
presented and discuss,~d. 
7.4.4 Combination of the STP and LTP Filters 
In the STP filter experiments, it was noted that the STP predictor does improve the 
robustness of the base-line recognition system to GSM speech especially at high numbers 
of mixture densities. The LTP filter was included in tandem with the variable STP filter 
to see if it would bring any further improvements. Results of these tests are presented in 
this subsection. In all the LTP experiments, U = 0.6, Cz = 0.4 and Cp 0.1 settings were 
used. These values an~ recommended in [79]. 
Figure 7.8 shows inital results of the implementation of the LTP filter in tandem with 
the STP filter compared with the best STP filter settings performance and the base-line 
performance. These results show that the LTP produced better results than the STP filter 
alone at all mixtures but at 7 mixtures. The lowest WER produced by this combination 
was 32.57% at 8 mixl:ures. Improvements shown by this combination, especially at low 
numbers of mixtures, are attributable to the LTP reducing noise in inter-formant regions 
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Figure 7.8: Performances of the best STP filter settings with and without the LTP filter 
compared to the basE-line results. 
few mixtures. 
Having seen these improvements the LTP filter was then used in tandem with the modified 
variable STP filter. As was mentioned in the discussion of the results of the modified 
variable LTP filter, this filter emphasizes formants in high frequencies. The LTP filter was 
put in tandem with ~he modified variable filter in expectation that it would improve the 
modified filter's results mentioned in subsection 7.4.3. 
Results of this combination are shown in Figure 7.9 and as was expected the LTP filter 
improved the performance of the system when the modified variable STP filter is applied. 
This combination produced the lowest WER of 31.80% at 5 mixtures. This WER rate 
is lower than that of the variable STP filter at fewer mixtures. It is 6% lower than the 
base-line system's best performance on GSM speech. Using the matched pairs test this 
gave a 91.1% confidence that the filter has improved performance of the tested system 
given GSM data. 
This reduction in WER at low numbers of mixtures is attributed to the combination of the 
modified variable filter's emphasis on high frequency formants and the LTP's attenuation 
of noise components in inter-formant regions. Figure 7.10 shows the LPC spectra for a 
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Figure 7.9: Results of the combination of the modified variable STP filter and LTP fil-
ter for different values of f-l compared with the STP best performance and the baseline 
performance. 
the modified variable STP filter with f-l = 0.4 and f-l = 0.6 in combination with the LTP 
filter applied on the GSM speech. From this plot the attenuation of formants caused by 
the variable filter is evident when the spectra of the original GSM speech is compared 
to those of the modified variable STP filter combined with the LTP filter. Also, the 
attenuation of formants due to the GSM channel and GSM speech coding are evidenced 
by the comparison LPC spectrum of the clean signal to that of the GSM signal. The 
emphasis on high frequency formants and the attenuation of noise in inter-formant regions 
(especially between 500Hz and 2000Hz) are also evident on LTP+STP spectra. It is this 
combination of emphasis of formants and suppression of noise in inter-formant regions that 
gives good results whml the modified variable STP filter is combined with the LTP filter. 
In [79] it is suggested that the tested variable filter can be used as an independent speech 
enhancement filter. An experiment was conducted to test the pre-filter in this capacity. It 
was applied on an ~1F-PLP recognition system without any channel normalization. The 
value of f-l used for tbis filter 0.6. Results of this experiment are shown on Figure 7.11. 
The lowest WER rate produced by the system using the pre-filter is 44.68% at 3 mixtures 
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Figure 7.10: Spectra of the LTP-STP combination for different values of J..l compared to 
that of the STP filte~, the original clean and GSM speech. Tbese are the spectra of the 
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Figure 7.11: Performance of an ~lF-PLP system without channel normalization compared 











in \:VER brought by the pre-filter. 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the tbeory of auditory masking has been briefly discussed. The definitions 
of the two components of the pre-filter, the STP and LTP, were given and theory behind 
them was also discuss,~d. The results of the experiments conducted with different forms of 
the STP filter alone and of the STP filter combined with the LTP filter were mentioned 
and discussed. In the next chapter conclusions drawn from these results and suggested 













8.1 Summary of work done 
The ultimate goal of this work was to improve robustness of speech recognition systems to 
GS.M speech. The tv.'o sources of poor GSM speech recognition performance are channel 
noise and GSM speech coding. Different channel normalization techniques have been de-
vised to address channel effects and improve robustness of speech recognition systems to 
voice channel speech In this work, CMS and RASTA channel normalization techniques 
were tested to determine and compare their effectiveness with GSM speech. CMS was found 
to be the better of the two. A speech enhancement post-filter used extensively in low-bit 
telecommunications was proposed for use as a speech recognition system pre-filter whose 
aim is to reduce effe'3ts of GSM speech coding on GSM speech recognition performance. 
The expectation was that this filter combined with channel normalization techniques would 
bring higher GSM speech recognition rates than when channel normalization is used alone. 
This pre-filter was tEsted in combination with the CMS channel normalization in a front-
end that was used h some of the CU-HTK Switchboard systems [14, 15]. Conclusions 
drawn based on the results of this work are discussed in the following section. 
8.2 Conclusions 
From the results obtained in the experiments conducted in this work, the following con-
clusions are drawn: 











speech. The improvement brought about by the use of this filter as a speech recog-
nition system pre-filter is about 6% reduction in WER. This answers the first of the 
two questions mentioned in the objectives statement of this work. 
• Improvements in perceptual quality of speech (for which the filter investigated is 
mainly used) does necessarily mean improved recognition of the enhanced speech. 
This conclusion is backed up by the fact that the filter used as a pre-filter has been 
used extensively in low-bit speech communication networks to enhance speech percep-
tual quality. In this work, the filter has been used in a speech recognition application 
and it has brought about improvements in robustness to GS~1 speech. This answer 
the second quest ion posed in the objectives statement of this work in the introduction. 
• The filter can be used as a speech recognition pre-filter in its own right. Though 
the filter was used in this work in combination with channel normalization it can be 
used as a sepan,te independent speech enhancement pre-filter for speech recognition 
systems. This c,)nclusion is drawn from the result of the experiment conducted with 
the filter used as a pre-filter for an MF-PLP recognition system where there was no 
channel normalization. The filter improved the performance of the system by 4%. 
In the following section, suggested further work based on this work is given. 
8.3 Suggested Further Work 
Based on the work performed the following suggestions for further work are given: 
• The filter in this work was tested with one feature extraction method (MF-PLP). 
Since different feature extraction methods compute different features of speech they 
may be affected differently by the pre-filter. For an example, LPC based feature 
extraction methods are critically dependent on formants of speech for good perfor-
mance; how will the formant attenuating effect of this filter affect them? 
• Parameters of this filter vary from speech codec to speech codec. Different standards 
including this filter employ different values. The values used in this work, especially 
those of the L'TP filter are generic ones which have been suggested in literature. 











• The filter's performance with parameters (e.g. the LTP synthesis filter gain) directly 
from the GSM channel codec parameters must be evaluated. In this work these 
parameters were computed from decoded signals but the performance of the filter 
may be improved even further if these parameters are obtained directly from the 
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